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Abstract
This report contains the results of a selection of European Commission’s JRC activities which aim to s u pport
EU policies to tackle the technological and innovation challenges of the EU industry in the next decade.
It addresses some of these challenges by implementing scientific analyses resulting in n ovel c ontribu tions
within the following themes: Technology diffusion and industrial dynamics; innovation a nd co mpan y va lue
chains; Financing innovation; Industrial innovation for transitions and transformation; Employment a nd s ki lls
for industrial transformations; Integration of global to local industrial innovation perspectives; and new d ata,
standards and methods.
The outcomes obtained provide evidence and insights relevant to EU policy initiatives dealing with innovatio n
and industry and aiming to achieve the 2019-2024 priorities of the European Commission's "Green Deal" an d
"A stronger Europe in the world", and in general the EU industrial competitiveness and sustainability.
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Executive summary
This report provides an outline of the analytical results obtained by the Joint Researc h Cen tre (JRC) o f th e
European Commission. It focuses on selected recent activities in the area of techno logica l a nd in nova tio n
challenges for the EU industry. The objective is to obtain impactful insights that a re o f interes t to policy makers, to provide them with a cross-cutting overview of different a na lytic al a sp ects of th e indu strial
innovation field, developed thanks to the JRC’s frontier scientific knowledge and analytical capacity to support
EU policy-making in this area.
Policy context
The EU is facing multiple economic, societal and environmental challenges. Some key ob jectives o f th e E U
include improving its economic prosperity and growth in productivity, increasing its competitiveness on glo bal
markets and creating more and better jobs in a sustainable way. Recently, the E uro pean Commis sion h as
stressed the role of industrial innovation in achieving competitive sustainability in the EU in the context of the
recovery plan1, and supporting the green and digital (twin) transition. EU industrial in nova tio n will pla y an
important role tin bouncing back from the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) crisis by providing innovative
solutions and creating new business and employment opportunities.
Main findings
Industrial technology and industrial dynamics depends very much on specific c ha rac teristics of th e
market and of the sectoral structure, and on regulatory models. The analysis of industrial innovation a nd
company value chains reveals that fast-developing local strengths and the related science and techn olog y
fields are shaping companies’ geographical distribution of research and innovation (R & I) activities especially
in Asia. In the EU the strongest value chains are in more traditional sectors. Moreover, the analysis indic ates
that the reshoring of production through the relocation of resources to more efficien t EU pro du ction u nits
would require persistent innovation activities, e.g. in the form of scientific research and development (R & D),
software development or information technology (IT) services, as a recurrent key factor for such gains.
The analyses of financing and taxations, crucial issues for industrial innovation - especially for some types
of firms, indicate considerable differences exists between the volumes and patterns of funding for innovative
firms, depending on whether it is provided by public or private entities. In addition, empirical evidenc e sh ows
that countries and regions in Europe need all three forms of finance – seed fin anc e, s tart-u p c apital and
growth capital – for the emergence of companies with growth potential. Seed a nd ‘early’ fin anc e a re th e
categories of finance most adversely affected by the COVID-19 crisis. The an alysis o f R & I a n d ta x ation
suggests, for example, that patent boxes (special very low corporate tax regimes) reduce the impac t of h ig h
effective tax rates, which lower the number of patents registered in a given country. Furthermore, the size o f
the digital sector in a country tends to be negatively related to the changes in corporate income tax revenues.
This is more pronounced the larger the share of non-routine profits.
The work on innovation for industrial transformation challenges indicates that recent in nova tio ns an d
integrated production structures need updated management practices, and th a t territoria l a nd e con omic
disparities and firms’ heterogeneous performance depend on the differences in inn ovation diffu sion a n d
adoption rates. The research into digital transformation and artificial intelligence uncovers a na lytical
insights into the role of data and platforms, into the development of artific ia l intellige nce a nd a dvanc ed
technologies, and into innovative public services. For example, it reveals that the adoption o f p rog ramm in g
interfaces in organisations acts as a catalyst of digital transformation processes, fosters innovative processes
with relative low investment efforts, produces efficiency gains, and enables digital interactions with in ternal
and external stakeholders. Furthermore, these activities provided the first e ver e vide nce o f th e ro le and
strategies that some digital platforms employ to leverage their dominant positions vis-à-vis th eir d iffe rent
groups of users.
Key aspects of employment and skills for industrial transformations emerged from several work s trea ms.
They suggest that the distribution of the benefits of technological ch ang es, th e inc reas e d a cc ess to th e
benefits and utilization of changes, and the support for individual and institutional a djus tment to c ha nge s
1

In the framework of the “Recovery and Resilience Facility”, a key instrument at the heart of NextGeneratio n E U t o h e l p
the EU emerge stronger and more resilient from the current crisis.
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need to be carefully analysed and managed to choose the right policy mix. Such an alyses a lso fo und that
employees are more inclined to move among R&D intensive multinational corporations and their
subsidiaries than between these firms and other firms in the economy. This holds e spec ially for h ighly
skilled employees. Moreover, mixed consequences for the labour force and structural inequalities a rise from
advanced digitalisation – some forms of innovation seem to favour employment and wage growth, where as
others lead to the loss of jobs – while sustainable tec hno logies ma y h a ve a m ajo r po sitive impac t on
employment and industrial composition.
The integration of global with local industrial innovation perspectives is one of the ke y c ha lleng es.
The findings reveal that EU-level, national and local policies are able to crea te favou rable c on ditions for
attracting foreign direct investments in R&D. However, such investments concentrate in hub locations , wh ich
raises concerns related to increasing regional inequality, but a proliferation and interconnection of s uch h ub
regions or urban agglomerations also helps to link distant locations and fragmented innovation systems.
In a rapidly evolving socio-economic environment and a new EU policy agenda , th e a na lys is o f in dus trial
innovation needs to rely on new data and new methods. This volum e rep orts o n n ew meth odo logies
developed and implemented by the JRC, such as for the review of industrial transitions to provide evidence
in support of system-level innovation in lagging regions of the EU, o r a complexi ty a na lysis a pp lied to
methods of industrial innovation and competitiveness, allowing disag greg ated ex amina tions of s pecific
sectors at the territorial level.
Key conclusions
In the context of the new EU industrial strategy 2, not only does innovation offer the potential to a c hieve th e
sustainable and human-centred aspects, but the uptake of innovation is also key to wider benefits for the EU
economy and society at large.
EU policies should aim to pull in more private R & I investment in the development of key strategic indu strial
technologies, such as those related to digital transformation, to energy, environmental and resource-efficient
technologies, and to enabling technologies (such as new biomate rials, meta ls, po lym ers a nd ad vanc ed
manufacturing), by providing a common vision for R&I action.
The EU’s structural change towards more knowledge-intensive sectors is slo wer th a n th os e of its main
competing economies. That is the basis of the EU’s R & I and competitiveness gaps. The role of new,
innovative firms – still insufficient in the EU – is crucial for such structural d yna mics, a s th ey a re a ble to
create new knowledge-intensive sectors or enter them early, and compete and grow in them. Th erefore, E U
policies should address barriers that these firms encounter to entering R & I-intensive sectors and growing.
In addition, the improvement of the EU’s capacity to transfer research results into economic successes is key
because this rises productivity, creates new employment opportunities and improve s the sustainable
wellbeing of citizens. Moreover, new evidence provides a robust indication th a t new ind us trial inn ovation
policies should be more and more tailored to differences in markets’, sectors’ and firms’ typologies.
Addressing crucial economic players’ and territories’ specificities will avoid disparities a nd p rovide su itable
sustainable options.
The increasingly cross-disciplinary nature of the economics of industrial innovation calls for n ew s tatistic al
concepts, new data, complex analytical methods, and radically new policy designs that are a ble to c ons id er
the multi-dimensional (geographical, institutional, sectoral) aspects of the development of industrial
innovation for transformation in Europe. It is worth mentioning that the new conceptual framing of
transformative innovation can be usefully applied to the analysis of European innovation policies, es pecially
with regards to transitions that require not just innovations at the level of organisations, but also architectural
or system-level (macro) innovations.
The abovementioned cross-disciplinary nature of the economics of industria l inn ovation re qu ires a m ore
unified single market and further policy integration and coordination between the European Commissio n a nd
Member States and stakeholders. The advantage of alignment and creating su ch key p artn ersh ips, un der
present and future programmes, is that it will create a new ecosystem, conducive to the intended transitions
and transformation of the industry, which will capitalise on the E U’s reg io nal d iversity a nd c om petitive
advantages.

2

Europ e an Commission (2020), Commission communication – A ne w industrial strategy for Europe (COM(2020) 102 final),
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The present EU policy agenda and the related instruments re pres ent a g reat o ppo rtun ity to a ttain th e
intended objectives by exploiting the full potential of technological innovation developments and the key ro le
of EU industry in those developments.
Related and future Joint Research Centre work
The work presented in this report is part of the JRC’s 2019–2020 work programme (TIC 2030 s trateg y). It
relates to several work streams of the JRC and of other services of the European Commission. The
continuation of these activities in 2021–2022 is assured by the ‘Industrial innova tion for th e Gree n Deal,
strategy and coordination’ project; it aims to tackle the new science for policy challenges to support the green
agenda, and the associated industrial and R & I policies.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation, aim and objectives
The European Commission political guidelines for 2019–2024 and its recent proposal for ‘A new ind us trial
strategy for Europe’ (European Commission, 2020a) underline the importance of ind ustria l inno vation to
contributing to its main objectives. At the heart of such policy references is the ability of Europe’s industry to
lead the twin transitions – green and digital – and drive our competitiveness, becoming the a c celera tor and
enabler of change and innovation. This will require coordinated and targeted mobilisation and deployme nt o f
Europe’s scientific excellence, research, innovation, investment, and societal assets, institutions and capacities.
It will also require an advance in scientific knowledge to be able to support policymaking to a ch ieve s u ch
ambitious strategic policy objectives.
The aim of this report is to provide a snapshot of relevant results obtained by activities implemented b y th e
Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission. The work was implemented in the framework of the
technological and innovation challenges for industry 2030 (TIC 2030) strategy) 3, a work package of th e JRC
work programme 2019–2020.
The content of this report focuses on the technological and innovation challen ges fo r E urop ean in du stry,
indicates the limitations and suggests the way forward. It does n ot en comp as ses the fu ll ra nge o f JRC
activities in this field. The objective is to offer a pertinent sample of the frontier s c ien tific kn owled ge and
analytical capacity developed by the JRC in this area to support EU policymaking.
The science for policy work displayed in this report, which has been carried out by different teams in the JRC,
often across JRC units and directorates, is mostly based on quantitative analyses, and relies on collaborations
and validations offered by colleagues from other directorate-general and by external experts, and through ad
hoc workshops and conferences.
The two following sections provide background on the state of the art of EU policy in the field of ind ustrial
innovation, and the scientific knowledge still required for sound support to th e new ind us trial inn ovation
policy. The last section of this chapter introduces the structure of the entire document.

1.2 A new policy framework
The European Green Deal communication (European Commission, 2019) set out th e path f or th e i niti al
priority actions to be undertaken during the next few years. These are moving ta rg ets to b e up da ted as
different policies evolve, and constitute an integral part of the Commission’s strategy to implem ent th e
United Nations 2030 agenda and the sustainable development goals.
The Green Deal initiatives included in the Communication are reflected in the Commission Work
Programme for 2020.4 They correlate with other generational challenges of our society. Digital
transformation and tools will be essential enablers of the European Green Deal-driven ch ang es. At th e
same time, the digital sector should also put sustainability at its heart. ‘’Green deal diplomacy’’ is needed to
bring our global partners on a sustainable path.
The implementation of Green Deal objectives should also enhance the EU’s economic competiti veness,
thus ensuring stronger, more cohesive and more resilient Europea n s ocieties . Fo r all o f this to h ap pen,
consumers will need to play an active role in the ecological transition through, among others,
behavioural changes.

3

The main aim of the TIC 2030 strategy is to offer better JRC support to EU policies to tackle the technological and in n ova tio n
challenges facing the EU industry. The objectives of the TIC 2030 strategy are first to improve internal coordination and priority
setting, and then to offer a consolidated view of JRC (Directorate B) knowledge and capabilities vis-à-vis various directorat es general (DGs). This translates into sharing information and planning future activities between JRC services to ha ve a g r ea ter
impact on the EU industrial innovation policy.

4

European Commission (2020) Adjusted Commission Work P rogramme 2020. Brussels, COM(2020) 440 final. Brussels,
27.5.2020.
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Industrial sectors and value chains will have to go through a very rapid green and digital
transformation in the coming years, towards a sustainable mod el of inc lus ive g rowth, emb rac in g an
improved environmental footprint along all steps of the value chains.
With the new industrial strategy, investments in strategic value chains – e.g. for batteries a nd b io -b ase d
products – and new forms of collaboration with industry will be essential for ensuring Europe ’s
strategic autonomy and technological leadership.
Championing the “twin ecological and digital transition” (European Commission, 2020c)5 will a lso ne ed
technologies to be continuously improved and potentially disruptive technology options will h ave to b e
driven from niche to norm. Place-based innovation and ecosystems are necessary in ord er to pro vid e
European start-ups and fast-growing companies with a competitive edge in the global markets.
Investment in research and innovation (R & I) is key to achieve the Green Deal and industrial
competitiveness within the above policy objectives. It is a c co mpan ie d b y the s ustai nable f i nance
package (6). Related to this, the action plan for financing sustainable growth (European Commiss ion, 2018)
and the EU taxonomy on sustainable finance (7) will require listed companies to disclo se fina ncial m etrics
regarding climate change mitigation and adaption, reduction of energy and other material input, recycling, and
preservation of our planet and ecosystems. The upcoming renewed European Research Area (E RA) will
continue to incentivise research and development (R & D) investment from the private sector, b ringin g R & I
and industrial policies closer together within the Commission’s priorities. The new element of directi onality
for R & I policies will strive to understand, monitor and enhance impact in line with the a b ove Green De al
priorities. In conjunction with ERA and R & I policy directionality, more sophisticated tools to enable synerg ies
between policy instruments of Horizon Europe and the industrial policy agenda are necessary.
The importance of industrial innovation to contribute to these bro ad tran sitions a nd s u stain ability
objectives is reflected in recent key policy documents and in particular in the Commission communica tion ‘A
new industrial strategy for Europe’ (European Commission, 2020a) 8.
The drivers behind the new strategy for the transformation of European industry are the following:
(a) ambition for globally competitive and world-leading industry (whereby Europe must leverage the impact of
its single market to set global standards); (b) climate neutrality (with the Green Deal as a gro wth s trateg y);
and (c) digitalisation (allowing industry and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to be more proactive,
providing workers with new skills and supporting the decarbonisation of our economy).
Such strategy setting aims to attain efficiency and growth achieved through digitalisation and the process o f
‘greening’ the economy and society. In this setting, the industrial transformation and innovation are pivotal for
the twin transitions.

1.3 Science required to support new industrial innovation policy
The new EU policy needs to rely on a sound scientific basis. However, there are still important evid enc e -forpolicy gaps, as new evidence required is not always available. Th ese g a ps c ou ld in pa rt un dermin e th e
efficient achievement of the previously introduced policy goals. Important areas where evidence is req uired
for the new industrial innovation policy are suggested below 9.
Industrial technology diffusion, structural changes and sustainability. The EU depends on ac ces s to
critical technologies from other countries in the world and needs to improve its assess ment c ap abilities in
order to identify industrial R&D investments gaps, drivers, and barrie rs. M ore over, th e s oc ia l, e con omic,
political, and environmental impacts of the EU's multitechnologic al d epen denc e s hou ld b e i nves tigate d
further. That would be important evidence for enabling the appropriate selection of technologies re levan t to
achieving sustainable competitiveness and socioeconomic prosperity. For this purpose, measuring the levels of
5

COM(2020) 37 final

This will triggering EUR 1 trillion in investment over the next decade (last update o n 5 Au g us t 2020); s e e a l s o E u rop ean
Commission (2018).
7
Regulation (EU) 2020/852 of the European Parliament and of the Council o f 18 J u ne 2020. o n t he e st ab lis h men t o f a
framework to facilitate sustainable investment, and amending Regulation (EU) 2019/2088
8
European Commission (2020). A New Industrial Strategy for Europe. COM(2020) 102 final Brussels, 10.3.2020.
6

9

This section is based on Amoroso et al. (2019) and Moncada-Paternò-Castello et al. (2019).
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intangibles or complementary assets becomes even more important. Furthermore, digitalisation, new
technologies and their diffusion, new business models, a nd ma jor in dus trial tra ns itio ns in en ergy a nd
transport systems, call for more analytical information as a basis for comprehensive policies. The
transformation of EU industry requires profit, investment, and employment inc entives to b e a lig ned with
pressing environmental and social needs. The digitalisation of consumption and production, artificial
intelligence (AI), and new platform technologies are driving change, a nd a t th e s ame tim e n ew b us ines s
models are enabling major transitions in transfer methods for new products and services.
Industrial innovation and companies’ value chains. The contribution of digital technologies an d d igital
economies to growth in global and EU value added and productivity nee ds to b e mo nitored ac cura tely.
Reaching the critical masses of investment (human capital, financial capital, infrastructure, etc.) re quires th e
identification of appropriate industrial innovation partnerships in priority technological area s a nd in du strial
activities. The impact of these partnerships will also depend on the innovation diffusion patterns, the enabling
public facilities and bodies, and the spatial and economic impa cts of s trong ly n etworked firms . Th ese
dimensions should be analysed further. A better understanding of the factors (public policies and tax systems,
among others) that prevent SMEs from accessing the benefits of digitalisation would help p olicymakers to
take appropriate actions to facilitate market entry and innovation by SMEs.
Financing innovation. The new financial crisis due to the pandemic disease and the related d iffic ulties in
access to credit - on which innovation activities crucially rely - has renewed the attention of stakehold ers. In
spite of past developments in theoretical analysis and in the data and methodologies for empirical
investigation, some issues have remained unexplored to date. Financing constraints affect in vestmen t and
economic performance differently depending on the specific geographical and socio-institutional context, th e
structural characteristics of the relevant firms, and the economic sectors in which they operate (Dosi, 1990)10.
For this reason, analyses using European innovative firms had to take into accou nt a s omewha t differen t
industrial structure, marked by the dominance of SMEs in most medium-high tech sectors, accompanied b y a
number of idiosyncratic elements in the functioning of capital markets an d finan cial in termed ia ries: the
quantitative and qualitative deficits of the European venture capital (VC) industry (Hall et al., 2016)11. This has
led to a better understanding of the relationship between private investments a nd p ub lic g ran ts to SMEs
within the EU.
Industrial innovation for transitions and transformation, and the required employment and skills.
Policymakers should rely on sound evidence of how to improve the incorporation of socioeconom ic as pec ts,
that is, those relating to quality of life and well-being, in industrial innovation and transformation strateg ie s.
Furthermore, so that industrial innovation targeting the three sustainability dimensions (economic, social an d
environmental) can be enabled, the capabilities and skills required by different types of a ctors n eed to b e
understood better and probably need extending. The ongoing technological and socioeconomic transformation
may create new jobs. Indeed, advanced industrial innovation triggers a ‘creative destruction’ process revealing
the redundancy of old investments and professions (Moncada-Paternò-Castello et. al., 2019)12.
Integration of global with local industrial innovation perspectives. Industrial innovation has a s tro ng
territorial dimension. Leading firms organise their knowledge–intensive activities g lob ally. Ou r c ollective
understanding of them is patchy and incomplete, with progress hindered by the limited availability of data o n
R & D, and on other intangible investments and knowledge-intensive business activities, es pecially a t th e
regional and sub-regional levels. Decades of innovation studies emphasise the proces ses of a ccu mulatin g
capabilities of innovation. Europe is making massive investments in knowledge and innovation wh ich fo ster
broad capability accumulation and convergence. Of principal importance is the exte nt to which ca pab ility
accumulation takes place within firms. Evidence from micro-data is increasingly important in unders tan ding

10

Dosi, G. 1990. Finance, innovation and industrial change. Journal of Economic Behaviour and Organization. 13 (3): 299-319.
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Hall, B. H., Moncada-Paternò-Castello, P ., Montresor, S., & Vezzani, A. (2016). Financing const ra in ts , R &D in ve st me nts a n d
innovative performances: new empirical evidence at the firm level for Europe. Economics of Innovation and New Te ch nol og y.
Volume 25, 2016 - Issue 3
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Moncada-P aternò-Castello, P ., Amoroso, S., P ontikakis, D., P ugliese, E. and Tübke, A. (2019), Industrial innovation for
transformation – 7th European Conference on Corporate R & D and Innovation CONCOR Di 20 19 – Ba c kgr ou nd n o te , J R C
Technical Report, EUR 29842 EN, Seville, European Commission, doi:10.2760/963644
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industrial innovation dynamics, particularly the secular trends of divergence in inta ng ib le inves tment a nd
productivity between leading and lagging firms (see for instance Bauer et al., 2020)13.
Data and measurements for the new industrial innovation policy. To be able to m eas ure th e is su es
related to industrial innovation and the main challenges in the socioeconomic transformation, the E U s h ould
equip itself with an appropriate statistical and analytical fra mewo rk o f new a nd ope n a cces s d ata and
standard analytical methodologies. There is still considerable work to be implemented to gather standardis ed
data at the industry level about sustainability indicators, in order to achieve, for e xa mple, th e su sta inab le
development goals. Furthermore, innovation systems are complex , c ha racte ris ed b y d ifferent la yers o f
interaction between agents in different domains: science, technology, government, production. The
interactions between different firms, countries, and regions, and their ca pab ilities , p lay a ce ntral ro le in
understanding the system. This creates a scientific challenge if traditional approaches are commonly us ed in
economic analysis.
The new EU policy era will need much more than just monitoring tools for industrial investments in R&I. It will
also need thorough and sound information to help policymakers remove o bs tac les to inves tment, foste r
diffusion and skills, provide visibility and technical assistance to investment projects, and make s ma rter u se
of new and existing financial resources. Some of the key JRC science for policy activities , wh ic h h ave d ealt
with these issues, are introduced briefly in this report as specified in the following section.

1.4. Structure of the report
Eleven main chapters follow this. They contain an outline of the main res earc h a nd a n alytical a ctivities
conducted in 2019–2020 by the JRC. Each chapter, except the conclusion, contains the following informatio n:
(a) participants and collaborations (Who has been participating collaborating fro m th e JRC tea m/un it
across units and directorates?); (b) activity – current understanding (What is known ab out th is pro blem?),
research question(s) (What is/was the activity’s goal?), methodology / data used (How was th e wo rk c arrie d
out?), findings (What are the main outcomes?), and contribution to science and policy, and practical
implications (What does the work add to current understanding? Who will gain from th e fin ding s, wh y an d
how?); (c) limitations, follow-up and further collaborations.
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2. Internationalisation of research and development,
regional integration and local innovation
2.1 Participants and collaborations
Since several years, JRC Unit I.1 carries out with DG Research and Innovation Unit A.1 th e ‘Inno va Me asu re
project’14 which aim to develop and update composite indicators measuring R & I performance, impro ve th e
availability of evidence on start-up and scale-up of innovative firms, and study foreign investments in R & D.
Within JRC I.1, Daniel Vertesy was the scientific coordinator of the project up to De cembe r 2019. Giac omo
Damioli has been involved in the project since 2016 and succeeded Daniel as scientific coordinator in 20 20.
Maria del Sorbo, Giulio Caperna and Michele Aquaro are also part of the team. Vincent van Roy (JRC B.6 ) and
Sara Amoroso (JRC B.3) have been involved in the design of several studies and pro vid ed in -d epth ad vic e
during implementation. Formal collaborations external to the Commission have been established at differen t
project stages with Davide Castellani (University of Reading), Balazs Lengyel (Hungarian Academy of
Sciences) and Giovanni Marin (University of Urbino). Various workshops have been periodically o rga nised in
recent years in order to discuss the studies undertaken in the Innova project with experts from the
Commission (mainly JRC and DG Research and Innovation), other institutions (the Organisation for E con omic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (Unctad)
and academia.

2.2 Activity
Current understanding
The internationalisation of R & D business activities has seen an unprecedented increase in re cen t d ecad es.
Although multinational enterprises (MNEs) traditionally maintain the bulk of innovative activities in the h ome
country (Patel and Pavitt, 1991; Patel and Vega, 1999; Belderbos et al., 2013), a la rge b od y of eviden ce
indicates that today MNEs not only produce and sell but also increa sing ly inno vate in fo reign c ou ntries
(Belderbos et al., 2016; Dachs, 2017; Iversen et al., 2017). The economic geography literatu re p rovides the
image of the globalised word economy as a set of ‘local buzz’ (Storper and Venables , 2004) co nne cted b y
‘global pipelines’ (Bathelt et al., 2004). Companies, MNEs in particular, are the key p layers s ha ping s u ch
connections, which serve as conduits for multidirectional knowledge flows between place s (e.g . Ia mma rino
and McCann, 2013; Song, 2014; Cano-Kollman et al., 2016). Although most interactions take place b etween
geographically close actors, creating in some cases clusters (or buzz) with especially dens e a ctivity, cro ss regional and cross-national connections (or pipelines) are key to allow combinations of differen t knowledg e
inputs and avoid cognitive lock-in (Boschma, 2005; Giuliani and Bell, 2005). Within this evolving context, there
is a fierce, multilevel competition in which cities, regions and countries seek to attract innovative investmen ts
from abroad, expecting spillover effects to foster local productivity, growth and job creation. Previous studies
assessed the role of local and national factors in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI). Existing eviden ce
indicates that MNEs are attracted by the characteristics of narrowly defined territories (Nielsen et al., 20 17),
such as regions (e.g. Head and Mayer, 2004; Basile et al., 2009; Siedschlag et al., 2013, Belderb os et al.,
2014, Belderbos and Somers, 2015) and cities (Goerzen et al., 2013; Belderbos et al., 2016; Cook and Pandit,
2018; Castellani and Lavoratori 2019a, b).
Research questions
Recent studies within various editions of the Innova Measure project looked at th e lo catio n d etermina nts,
patterns of spatial diffusion and consequences on local innovatio n of inn ovative b us in ess inves tments
directed to the EU and analysing different regions, origin and/or destination of such investments. In particular,
Damioli and Vértesy (2017) study the factors affecting European regions’ de gree o f a ttra ction fo r MNE s
choosing where to locate innovative FDI. Damioli et al. (2019) assess the role of national and su pran ational
factors in MNEs’ location choices. Aquaro et al. (2020) investig ate to wha t ex tent in novative (an d n oninnovative) cross-regional acquisitions (mergers and acquisitions (M & As)) contribute to the integ ration of
European regions into a unified business area. Damioli and Marin (2020) study the effect of foreign greenfield
and brownfield FDI on local patenting activities of receiving regions.
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Methodology / data used
The studies draw on data assembled from a variety of sources. Information on investments is gathered from
the fDi Markets database maintained by fDi Intelligence (a division of the Financial Times Ltd) in the c as e of
greenfield FDI, and from the Zephyr database maintained by Bureau Van Dijk in the case o f M & As . Orig in
and destination locations of all investments have been geo-localised. The data set of investmen ts h as b een
complemented with various data sources (Eurostat, OECD, Cambridge Econometrics, etc .) providing
information of interest at a local (regional or urban) level of granularity.
The studies hinge on different empirical methods with a core of regression techniques. Damioli a nd Vé rtesy
(2017) use mixed logit regression models to study the importance of Nomenclature of Territoria l Units for
Statistics (NUTS) 2 regional features in the EU in attracting innovative greenfield FDI. Damioli et al. (2019) use
nested logit regression models to assess the role of national and supranational borders (i.e. th e E U an d th e
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)) in the competition of functional urban areas (FUAs, cohes ive
agglomerations with 250 000+ population) to attract innovative greenfield FDI. Aquaro et al. (2020) comb in e
social network and regression analysis techniques to study spatial patterns o f in nova tive te ch nolog ically
intensive M & As (defined as those deals in which the target company already had a patent portfolio) vers us
non-innovative M & As involving the acquisitions and targeting of companies located in differen t reg io ns, in
order to understand to what extent these transactions facilitate economic integra tion. Da mioli a nd Ma rin
(2020) adopt an instrumental variable approach in a fixed-effects regression framework to study the effec ts
of innovative greenfield and brownfield FDI on the patenting of receiving metropolitan reg ions (NUTS 3 o r
combinations of functionally cohesive NUTS 3 regions).
Findings
The study by Damioli and Vértesey (2017) confirms the find in gs of pre viou s s tu dies th at k e y re gion al
determinants of attracting FDI in R & D are the intensity of R & D expenditures, the availa bility an d c ost o f
skilled labour, technological and academic strength, and the technological concentration of destination regions
(Belderbos et al., 2014; Belderbos and Somers, 2015; Siedschlag et al., 2013), as well as institutional facto rs
(Ciriaci et al., 2016, 2019). Yet it shows that the corporate fiscal regime and the size of destina tion re gion s
are the most important determinants. Moreover, the importance of regional c ha rac teristics varies ac ros s
industries. MNEs operating in the pharmaceutical industry, for instance, are particularly responsive to private
R & D expenditures and to the degree of technological strength and concentration (which acts as a deterren t
of foreign entry), the strictness of labour market regulation and the restrictiveness of market regulation in the
destination region. In contrast, MNEs operating in information and communication technology (ICT) se rvice s
are more sensitive to public R & D expenditures, academic strength and R & D tax incentives.
Building on these findings, Damioli et al. (2019) show that European and North American urban
agglomerations (FUAs) compete more with FUAs in the same country than with foreign on es. Th e ir s tu dy
extends previous evidence on the importance of national boundaries for location choices in Europe (Bas ile et
al., 2009; Crescenzi et al., 2014, 2016) to North America as well. Th ey a lso provide no vel e vid enc e that
European FUAs compete relatively more with other Europ ean on es th an with North Americ an o nes . By
contrast, North American FUAs compete similarly with FUAs in other North American countries and in
European countries. The findings mean that, when MNEs have to ch oos e where to lo ca te a n in n ovative
greenfield project, they perceive the presence of the EU supranational bloc, but not the NAFTA bloc.
The study by Aquaro et al. (2020) shows that innovative technologically driven M & As are more internatio nal
and concentrate to a higher extent in pairs of economically developed regions than non-innovative M & As. As
in previous research focusing on innovative collaborations (Chessa et al., 2013; Tóth et al., 2018), both typ es
of deals are fragmented among cohesive communities comprising entire countries or groups of neighbou ring
countries. Regional integration, measured as deals connecting different communities, increases during periods
of intense M & A activity and is led by hub regions where the majority of M & A tra n sa ction s o ccu rs. Th e
integration of communities is driven by acquisitions of technologically active targ et c ompa nies lo ca ted in
regions with high R & D intensity, and of technologically inactive targets located in wea lthy reg ions with a
plentiful supply of skilled labour.
The study by Damioli and Marin (2020) indicates a negative effect of inward innova tive g ree nfield FDI o n
local patenting, while the effect of inward innovative M & A is negligib le. Th e effe ct o f g reenfield FDI is
particularly negative for regions with lower gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and smaller su pplies o f
skilled human capital. Incumbent inventors suffer less than new em erging invento rs in terms o f p aten t
productivity. Overall, the findings are consistent with the view that innovative greenfield FDI d is r upts loc al
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networks of inventors and increases the cost of doing R & D for incumbent local companies. Th e se n ega tive
effects are only partly compensated for by the local availability of adequate skills and absorptive capacity.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
Overall, the findings of the studies indicate that EU-level, national and loc al p olicies h ave s om e roo m to
create favourable conditions for attracting FDI in R & D. Besides fostering R & D expenditures, and s c ien tific
and technological strength, they also need to take into consideration the specificities o f FDI in re lation to
regional industrial structures. Yet the beneficial spillover effects on the local economies of re ceiving a reas,
often assumed in previous studies, require a closer empirical scrutiny. The spatial diffusion of innovative FDI
flows signals the presence of outstanding hub regions or urban agglomerations where the majority of foreign
and cross-regional innovative private investments takes place and concen t rates , a nd th e inc omplete ye t
increasing integration of EU regions. On the one hand, spatial concentration creates concerns, a s in crea sing
regional inequality in the EU is thought to damage social cohesion, political stability a nd e con omic g rowth
(Iammarino et al., 2019). On the other hand, hub regions bridge distant locations and fragmented innovation
systems, positively contributing to the process of EU integration in a common economic and innovative area.

2.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
A general limitation applying to all studies is due to the nature of the investment data sets, which allo w o ne
to observe the monetary value of only a minority of investments. As a result, all studies use the nu mber o f
investments received as a proxy for local inflows. An additional limitation is that regional attractivenes s a nd
performance are limited to the EU, whereas it would be helpful to ex tend the a n alysis ou tside th e E U’s
borders in order to benchmark the EU against relevant partners. Damioli et al. (2019) make an initial attemp t
to move in this direction, although at the expense of focusing on a set of internationally c ompa rab le u rban
centres, which implies losing rural areas and less populous c ities . In crea sing intern ation al s cop e while
ensuring fine-grained spatial granularity of functionally cohesive local areas (going beyo nd a dm in is trative
borders) remains a challenge for future research to address.
As the current Innova project is approaching its conclusion, JRC Unit I.1 and DG Research and Innovation Unit
A.1 are discussing the scope of the next edition. The research idea most directly related to the studies briefly
reviewed here is to study the effect of innovative FDI on local outcomes other than patenting . Ou tcom es o f
interest currently debated are the labour market effects of inward and outward innovative FDI, in particular in
relation to employment creation and skills polarisation.
JRC Unit I.1 is open to considering opportunities for collaboration within and beyond the JRC in the framework
of the next Innova project.
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3. Research and innovation, and taxation
3.1. Participants and collaborations
The participants and collaborators of this work were the following. María T. Álvarez-Martínez (JRC B2),
Salvador Barrios (JRC B2), Diego d’Andria (JRC B2), Maria Gesualdo (JRC B2), Jon ath an Pycro ft (JRC B2),
Gaëtan Nicodème (DG Taxation and Customs Union), Agnieszka Skonieczna (DG Taxation and Customs Union),
Dimitrios Pontikakis (JRC B3), Antonio Vezzani (JRC B3), Annette Als tads aete r (Sc hoo l of Ec ono mic s and
Business, Norwegian University of Life Sciences).

3.2. Activity
Current understanding
R & D contributes to long-term economic growth through the improvement of productivity and
competitiveness. In order to support and increase R & D investment, many governments are eager to a ttract
foreign investors by reducing corporate income tax (CIT) rates, and more specifically b y in trod ucing R & D
provisions and/or patent boxes. The latter are favourable regimes for income generated with intellec tual
property (IP) that have spread mainly in developed countries since 2000. Ho wever, th e effec ts o f th es e
instruments on the economy may differ from their expected results. The reduction of CIT could spur
investment and growth, but it is detrimental to tax revenues, and triggers increases in o ther ta x es to m eet
fiscal policy objectives. On the other hand, R & D provisions and patent boxes may n ot b e en oug h to ra is e
R & D levels as a percentage of GDP, and additional measures could be needed. All these issues, together with
the idea that R & D activities are more common in multinationals with high levels of intangible a ss ets, h ave
led to a deeper analysis of taxation on digital firms or digital taxation. The OECD proposals on the taxation
of the digital economy aim to revise profit allocation and nexus rules to better align the income generated b y
multinationals with the taxes they pay, given the challenges of the dematerialisation of the economy.
There are two pillars proposed by the OECD.
Pillar 1: The reallocation of taxing rights and the redesign of profit allocation and nexus ru les are ba sed on
where the value is created. This reallocation is based on what is called the non-routine or residual profit s plit
approach, whereby the share of residual profits would rely on pre-agreed percentages of routine o r n ormal
profits.
Pillar 2: The profits of multinationals are subject to a minimum tax rate. Our main interest is in evaluating the
impact of Pillar 1.
Research questions
There are several questions related to the previous research topics. What is the rationale for including R & D
allowances and what is the amount needed? What are the ultimate effects of the IP box policies ? W ha t are
the potential effects of the OECD proposal (Pillar 1: profit reallocation and nexus rules) on the taxation of th e
digital economy? In what follows, we present the answers to all these questions.
Methodology / data used
In the analysis of R & D allowances, the study is performed by applying different subsidies that would serve
to keep the current levels of expenditure on R & D or to increase them relative to GDP. The generosity of th e
treatment of R & D is measured using B-indexes, which are summary indicato rs o f th e im plicit R & D tax
subsidies and allow international comparisons of different tax regimes. First, the B-indexes are tra nsform ed
into estimates of the user costs. Then we multiply the pre- and post-reform differences in user cos ts b y th e
elasticity of businesses R & D with respect to changes in the user cost of R & D. As the elasticity of estima tes
provided in the literature varies considerably, the analysis results in a plausible range of impacts.
To evaluate the effect of patent boxes, it is necessary to identify first what IP rights qualify for th e p ate nt
box, the tax treatment of existing patents and the treatment of acquired patents together with other
additional information. The data set is novel and relatively rich, encompassing more th a n 30 c ou ntries fo r
three productive sectors. This is a significant improvement on the existing literature.
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Finally, in relation to digital taxation, and more precisely Pillar 1 in the OECD propos al, we ex tend ed th e
computable general equilibrium corporate taxation (CORTAX) model (Álvarez-Martínez et al., 2016) to inclu de
the R & D sector. This new version captures the effects of both general taxation and specific ta x in centives.
We can better simulate multinationals’ profit shifting and relate them to the existence of intangible assets. In
this way, we capture an additional channel through which policy reforms of corporate taxation can affect th e
economy. The new sector is included, modifying the production structure. R & D is p ro du ced us ing h igh ly
skilled labour and capital, and its output is used as an intermediate good by the other productive sector. There
are also adjustments in the equations of transfer pricing, corporate tax base, returns to the fixed factor, and
marginal products of labour and capital. We allow for two coexistent tax regimes, depending o n th e typ e of
profits (i.e. routine and non-routine). Current national rules apply to routine profits, while non-routin e pro fits
are consolidated and reallocated across countries according to allocation keys. We consider alternative values
for the share of residual profits in total profits (10, 20, 50 and 80 %). The reallocation of taxing rights on th e
share of non-routine profits is determined by an apportionment formula.
Findings
The study on provisions to support R & D investment finds that EU Member States will need to engage in
complementary interventions in their national innovation systems to boost R & D after the implementation o f
a corporate taxation reform such as the Common Consolidated Co rpora te Ta x Ba se (CCCTB), orig in ally
proposed in 2011. This reform, without any bonus allowance for R & D, would result in a significant reductio n
in R & D. An allowance of 33 % would be needed.
In the analysis of patent boxes, there are two sets of results. On the one hand, the presence of an IP b ox in
a country reduces the negative effects that general taxation has on patents reg istered in th at p a rtic ular
country. However, these effects are heterogeneous depending on sector, value of inventions and scope, with a
stronger effect when the IP box benefit is extended to pre-existing patents or IP rights.
In terms of digital taxation, the simulations show that the different shares of ro utine a nd no n -routin e
profits have small effects compared with the baseline. Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the Un i ted
Kingdom have CIT revenue losses, while Belgium and France increase their CIT revenues. On average, there is
a slight fall in CIT revenue. In the case of China, tax revenues increase in all scenarios. These results a re th e
consequence of new combinations of allowances due to consolidation, causing a narrowing of th e ta x base.
The use of a formula apportionment to reallocate taxing rights that accounts for the number o f e mployees
may explain the results for China, which has firms with many workers and large contribution s to worldwide
production. Alternative allocation keys may be used in future simulations.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
Tax policy has been considered a good instrument to stimulate investment and correct the market tendency to
underinvest in R & D activities. The current research projects undertaken at Unit B2 in collaboration with other
units and DGs contribute to policy discussion and show significant socioecon omic e ffects . Th e re form of
CCCTB and R & D benefits introduced in 2011 would present a level playing field within th e E U, s aving on
compliance costs and removing distortions that impede the functionin g o f th e s ingle m arket. Ho wever,
additional allowances would be necessary. This information has been very useful, s in ce th e CCCTB reform
from 2016 provides for an allowance; consequently, this study is relevant to DG Taxation and Customs Union,
national governments and general public discussion.
Patent boxes reduce the impact of high effective tax rates, which lower the number of patents registered in a
given country. If there is a harmonisation of taxes or a change in the nexus rules at the level of the EU or th e
OECD, it will dampen the dominant effects of the tax advantage of the patent box regime on patent location s
while encouraging local invertorship15. These results are also relevant to DG Taxation and Customs Union and
its proposal on CCCTB reform.
The size of the digital sector in a country tends to be negatively related to the changes in CIT revenues. This is
more pronounced the larger the share of non-routine profits. The results of evaluating d igital ta x ation are
very novel, since they estimate both direct and indirect genera l eq uilibrium e ffects of th e mo st re cent
proposal of the OECD, which is very relevant to DG Taxation and Customs Union and the EU Member States.
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‘Inventorship’ refers to who conceived the invention. Unless a person contributes to the conception of the invention, t h ey a r e
not an ‘inventor’.
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3.3. Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
Although these studies are very detailed and have gone through several robustness checks, there is room for
improvement. In the evaluation of R & D allowances, an important limitation is th at it re lies on gen eral
elasticities hailing from a varied and ambiguous empirical record. More detailed analysis is needed. It will also
be desirable to take into account the general equilibrium effects and firms’ heterogeneity.
In extending CORTAX for digital taxation, the model can be improved in several ways. A key adjustment would
be to include knowledge spillovers to capture the fact that firms both within the country and outside are a ble
to learn from the innovative firms. In the calibration of data, we would also like to extend the boundary of the
knowledge sector to include non-R & D innovation activities and outcomes.
The future lines of research will be followed with the collaboration of o the r un its , s u ch a s JRC B6 in th e
collection of data and exploitation of international databases, and other units in DG Tax ation a n d Cus toms
Union, universities and research institutes.
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4. Global industrial research and innovation analyses
4.1 Participants and collaborations
The core team is in JRC B3, working on industrial R & I16, in two main areas: understa nd in g c orpo rate R & I
investment, and complexity analysis for industrial competitiveness and R & I (the latter together with JRC B5).
The team succeeded in increasing collaboration with its sister units B6, C4 and C7 on joint patent a n d firm level analyses and on content related to the low-carbon energy and transport sectors.

4.2 Activity
Current understanding and research questions
The objective is to generate science-based evidence to support policymaking and the respo nse to c ha nging
policy needs in the above initiatives, by monitoring, analysing and benchmarking the global industrial pla yers
in their R & D investments and strategies. For this purpose, the project developed an approach to increase th e
meaningfulness of the monitoring tool, together with additional analyses relevant to the policy a gen da . On
the Green Deal objectives, the project aimed to better understand how ‘corporate R & I f o r s ustainable
competitiveness’ can contribute to prosperity as a core component of Europe’s Green Deal, th e g lobal
SDG agenda and the new EU industrial strategy (European Commission, 2020).
The project is able to cover top-down, actor-based and quantitative analyses in s upp ort o f th e n ew
policy agenda. This constitutes a unique and key Commission capacity towards the transition of the R & I
and industry policies to competitive sustainability. This un iq uen ess ste ms from the fa ct th e a ppro ach
proposed here starts from the companies/industries that invest high amounts in R & D, according to the E U R
& D Investment Scoreboard (Hernández et. al., 2019) , and develop technological solutions for the green policy
agenda’. The new tools added and developed here ensure a technology assessment approach to co mpa nies
not covered in the scoreboard. Such companies/industries are highly concern ed with g ree n/su sta in ab ility
issues because they are highly energy- or resource-intensive. The approach also supports the EU taxonomy on
sustainable finance in using the latest available financial data from companies, adding significan t elemen ts
of directionality, and thus allowing a better understanding of the sustainable finance ta xo nomy re lated to
global corporate R & I investment and the derived industrial competitiveness. There fo re, imp rovemen ts o f
such taxonomy can be achieved by exploiting the results from the present project.
The project also convers place-based aspects highly relevant to the policy agenda, e.g. how, why and where
companies in selected sectors deploy their R & D and innovation activities beyond the general allocatio n to a
company headquarters. This is of particular relevance to understanding geographical distributio n in E uro pe
and to the assessment of Member States’ (European Semester) and reg ions ’ (smart s pecialisa tion)
industrial R & D and innovation policies, and the design and review of re gu lations a nd p olicies a ffecting
industrial R & I. It also makes it possible to detect early trends and identify potential drivers for firm creation
and growth, thus informing policymakers of the conditions and incentives needed to attract h igh -va lue and
knowledge-intensive activities to the European economy.
Methodology / data used
The work was carried out in the ‘Global industrial research & innovation analyses’ (Gloria) pro ject in clo se
collaboration with DG Research and Innovation. It has ensured the continuation of collection of h igh -q ua lity
data on major corporate R & D investors, covering a sample of companies representing about 90 % of all th e
R & D investments financed by the business sector worldwide. The data set has been enriched with extremely
valuable data on subsidiaries (overall, the total company sample includes more tha n 600 0 00 in divid ual
companies) and with novel data on the IP portfolios (patents, publications and trademarks) o f th es e glo bal
leading players. These data are open to the public (the data on IP portfolios have been jointly developed with
the OECD and are available online as the COR&DIP Database) and cover more th an 12 ye ars . Th is o ff ers
enormous possibilities for analysis and better understanding of major industrial in novatio n a ctivities and
dynamics. Based on this data collection, the project has delivered two new editions of the EU R & D
Investment Scoreboard and two of the EU Industrial R & D Survey. Detailed summa rie s o f th e re ports are
available on the relevant project web page. The reports have continued to receive attention from
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policymakers, as shown by the number of press releases and statements from Commissioners responsible for
R& I. Both the survey and the scoreboard show that major industrial players with h ea dqu arters in E u rope
consider R & D and innovation to be crucial strategic investments to keep and improve their current and future
competitiveness. The scoreboard shows an intensifying race for global technological leadership over the p as t
decade. EU companies are maintaining leadership in sectors such as automobiles , tra ditiona l h ealth , a nd
aerospace and defence, but reducing their weight in ICT industries and biotech-health. US c omp anies h ave
reinforced their position in high-tech sectors, especially in ICT services and health. Chinese c ompa nies h ave
substantially increased, albeit from a lower base, their global shares in ICT industries and in low-tech sectors.
The 2020 editions of the scoreboard and survey were adapted to the new policy priorities. The 2020
scoreboard assesses the technological potential of European companies in the global context regarding green
patents and SDG contributions, with a specific chapter on climate change mitigation technologies. Most green
patents owned by the scoreboard companies (about 80 %) are in companies headquartered in Japan (30.9 %),
the United States (26.8 %), Germany (11.8 %) and South Korea (10.5 %). EU companies s how c ompa rative
advantages in most green technologies, except ICT applications for energy. Toyota has most gre en p aten ts,
but Bosch, Volkswagen, Airbus and Rolls-Royce (in numerical order) are EU firms in the top 25 global
companies by number of green patents. The global automotive sector accounts for 13 % o f a ll th e glo bal
Scoreboard companies’ patents, mostly in current automotive technologies, but an increasing proportion relate
to green technologies, including electric and autonomous vehicles and ne wer c omp onen ts s uc h a s n ovel
batteries and fuel cells. EU companies hold 35 % of these patents, including 26 % of g reen p aten ts, an d
appear highly diversified and competitive in most technological fields. However, in green technologies relate d
to hybrid cars, batteries and fuel cells, their Japanese counterparts are lead ing th e ra ce . Th e s oftware ,
technology hardware, electronics and chemicals sectors are catching up on the automotive sector in numbers
of patents filed. This is challenging EU companies, whose lead in the automotive sec tor ma y be erod ed as
digital technologies take a higher proportion of the value added in the automotive sector with the ad vent o f
new developments such as electric self-driving cars fitted with m ore e lectro nics a n d c ommu nicatio ns
accessories.
The 2020 survey included questions on sustainability strategies in companies, the impact of COVI D-19 and
competition policy.
Findings
The GLORIA project has further exploited and analysed the data collected in vie w o f g a therin g emp iric al
evidence to support policymaking in the areas of R & I and industrial policy based on the priority areas agreed
between the JRC and DG Research and Innovation for the project. Some highlights from th e re su lts o f o ur
analyses are shown below.
Distribution of industrial research & innovation acti vi ties: An a pplicati on of the technology
readiness levels (Dosso et al., 2019)
The technology readiness levels (TRLs) approach is relevant to mapping th e fun ctiona l dec ompo sition o f
companies’ R & D value chains. TRLs matter for corporate location choices.
Knowing what distinct types of R & D and R & I activities stay, go and come back in EU territories – and why – is
central for policies supporting local industrial and innovation ecosystems and clusters, and for identifying an d
integrating these ecosystems and clusters into strategic value chains. Fast-developing local strengths of Asian
countries such as China, Japan and South Korea in the automotive sector, and in electronics and related fields,
are shaping companies’ geographical distribution of R & D & I activities. Although th e E U h a s s tron g va lue
chains in, for example, the automotive (relying on a consolidated industrial network for combustion e ng in es)
and pharmaceutical (highly skilled labour force and strong research institutions) sectors, corporate R & D an d
R & I investments in novel emerging technologies are finding their way to Asia.
What are the policy options? A systematic review of policy responses to the impacts of
robotisation and automation on the labour market (Cséfalvay, 2019).
Three main policy responses to the labour market challenges posed by robotisation a n d a utom ation h ave
emerged in the research literature. The first is ‘taxing robots’ and using this reven ue to intro duc e a ba sic
income that could offset the negative impacts of replacing humans with robots. The second option highligh ts
that owning robots will make it possible to create and share in this new source of wealth. The third focuses on
strengthening the comparative advantages, the creativity, and the social intelligence of humans th a t rob ots
will never be able to match. All of these policy responses are supporte d b y e con omic ra tio nale s and
research findings but a systematic review shows that all of them raise further questions and challenges that
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should be carefully investigated in order to choose the right path. This p ape r offers a co mpreh ens ive
overview of these questions. Furthermore, in a broader sense these policy options—redistributing the
benefits of technological changes, increasing accesses to th e b enefits a nd utiliza tion o f c ha ng es, an d
supporting the individual and institutional adjustment to changes are relevant to every technological
transformation. Hence, the lessons that are drawn from the current discussion of po lic y o ption s d riven b y
specific technologies, robotisation, and automation might serve as a precursor to potential polic y re sp ons es
triggered by other technologies.
Labor mobility from R&D-intensive multinational companies: Impli cations f or kn owledge a nd
technology (Holm et al., 2019)
Private- sector R & D is largely concentrated in a few multinational companies (MNCs), which thu s p lay an
important role in the creation of knowledge and technology in the economy. The mobility of lab our b etween
these firms and the rest of the economy is therefore an important mechanism for the diffusion of knowledge.
This paper analyses in detail the flow of labour between firms, with specific emphasis on flows to and from R
& D- intensive MNCs. Using linked employer–-employee data for Denmark, we match employees moving from
R & D- intensive MNCs withto other employees switching jobs. We find that employees are more inclin e d to
move between R & D- intensive MNCs and their subsidiaries rather than between these firms and other firm s
in the economy. This is particularly true offor highly skilled employees. Our results suggest that other
domestic firms are to a larger great extent kept out of the ‘knowledge spill over’ loop, which p rovide th em
withso they have fewer opportunities to learn from the R & D-intensive MNCs. In other words, R & D-intensive
MNCs and their subsidiaries form a kind of sub labour market within the national labour market: emp loyees
exhibit higher mobility within this group of firms than between this group and the rest of the labour market 17.
Regulations and technology diffusion in Europe: the role of Industry dynamics
Together with DG Research and Innovation A1, we drafted a chapter of the flagship report Science, Res earch
and Innovation Performance of the EU (SRIP report). Using a data set compiled from a variety o f s ou rces , it
investigates the role of labour, capital and product market regulatory frameworks in the technology diffus io n
process, and also accounts for the role of business dynamism in mediating and mod eratin g th e impa ct o f
regulation on technology diffusion. The results suggest the following.





A one-size-fits-all regulatory model does not lead to faster technology diffu sion . Regu lation s h as to
account for specific characteristics of the market and the structure of the sector.
While excessive product market regulation tends to hinder technology diffusion, this only ho lds tru e in
industries with vigorous business dynamism and high churn rates, in which innovation is driven by n ew
entrants.
A similar argument holds for labour market regulation, suggesting a more pru dent view th an merely
advocating tout court deregulation of labour market relationships.
Human capital and access to finance are confirmed as cross-cutting drivers of technology catch-up and
diffusion. While policies in this domain do not specifically address diffusion direc tly, th ey a re key in
increasing the adoption rate of innovations, enabling local (research and) innovation systems to produce,
absorb and implement new knowledge, keeping pace with global technological change.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications

Collaboration and dissemination in the science–policy–industry nexus is at the top of the agenda for achieving
impact with the project results. In the past 2 years, the team organised three workshops in Brussels related to
the project, participated in around 15 international scientific conferences, and undertook aroun d 70 trip s to
participate in meetings with stakeholders in and outside the EU. At the team’s invitation, around 20 scientis ts
and policymakers have presented their work in seminars at the JRC facilities in Seville.
Furthermore, the results are disseminated through the JRC working paper series, which inclu des a re view
process by an editorial board. The number of publications provides an image of the very high productivity of
the team. In the reporting period, a total of 7 technical reports (including the annual scoreboard and s urvey),
12 working papers, 6 policy briefs, 6 articles in scientific peer-reviewed journals and 3 research collaborations
were produced. The industrial R & D investment scoreboards are continuous ly amo ng th e to p th ree m os t
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downloaded publications of the JRC (about 35 000 downloads per year), followed by the surveys (about 5 000
downloads per year), working papers and policy briefs (between 500 and 1 500 downloads per year).
Regarding impact in official policy documents, the project has achieved citations of its output in Commis sion
communications and staff working documents, contributed to the intern al p repara tory work for th em,
contributed to around 25 Commission internal briefings and presentation s, an d p olicy d o cu ments by DG
Research and Innovation, and resulted in joint activities and pu blicatio ns with the OE CD an d th e W orld
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
The progress also included the organisation of thematic GLORIA worksh ops in which th e res ults of th e
research (presented in a non-academic format, such as policy briefs) are valida ted b y oth er e xperts and
presented to policymakers and industrialists. Three GLORIA workshops were organised in the reporting period
on ‘Competition, R & D and innovation dynamics’, ‘Global corporate value chains and innovatio n n etworks in
the fourth industrial era: New models of production and work organisation’, and ‘Corp ora te R & I to wa rds
Europe’s Green Deal: An opportunity for new business and prosperity?’
All materials (summary reports, presentations, list of participants, agendas and background docume nts) are
available at the project website (https://iri.jrc.ec.europa.eu/home/).

4.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
Limitations stem from the availability and limitations of da ta, on the o ne ha nd, a nd a d ditiona l exp ert
capabilities, on the other. The approach of this project is actor-based, using large databases, whose
classifications do not always reflect policy options. This limitation is tackled by c ollab ora tin g c los ely with
policy DGs in the publication of key reports, such as the scoreboard an d s urvey. Th is pro ject en ga ges in
additional collaborations with the OECD, the European Investment Bank and WIPO..
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5. Economic complexity for industrial innovation and
competitiveness
5.1. Participants and collaborations
The participants to this work were E. Pugliese, L. Napolitano, D. Diodato, A. Tübke (JRC Unit B.3); A. Ta c ch ella,
R. Marshinski (JRC Unit B.5); the collaborations were peers from th e JRC Uni t B.6 , In s titu te for Co mplex
Systems (Italian National Research Council), International Finance Corporations (World Bank Gro up), Un ited
Nations University – Maastricht Economic and Social Research Institute on Innovation and Technology.

5.2 Activity
Current understanding and research question
Since January 2019, the JRC has built up the economic complexity f ramework to a dd ress territo rial
development, industrial innovation and competitiveness. These are closely intertwined through the necess ary
resources (data, algorithms, techniques) and science-to-policy outputs: industry is central to the inno vation
system, at the same time a driver of and driven by innovation, and key for the green and digital
transformations.
Economic complexity is a natural continuation of evolutionary and institu tiona l ec o nom ic s, le verag ed b y
network science, complex systems and dynamic systems. It makes it po ss ib le to se para te ra ndo m n oise
present in large data sets from the underlying signal, and thus to extract robust quantitative information. Th e
geolocalisation feature ensures consistency at different levels, allowing one to zoom into more granularity
(from global to national, to regional, to local). The time component revea ls th e n on-linea r co mplex co evolution of its components, providing highly relevant inputs on cross-cutting themes of
competitiveness and innovation.
The aim of this activity was to use complex system techniques to investigate the country- and regional-level
capabilities in specific sectors and markets, in all the layers of the innovation systems. In th is res pect, th e
activity aimed both to create closer ties with European academic experts and to build capabilities to d evelop
economic fitness and complexity analysis internally, both by consolidating our data structure and by bu ild ing
our internal capabilities.
Methodology / Data used
The external activities developed through
various external contracts. A contract with the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Italy, had
three main aims. The first was to help the team
build the data required. Second, it aimed to give
us standardised analyses to be used as
comparisons for our own efforts. Third, the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche provided two
training sessions that helped us build
capabilities in the JRC and created contacts with
other interested groups. A second contract, with
the United Nations University – Maastricht
Economic and Social Research Institute on
Innovation and Technology, Netherlands, was by
contrast intended to explore alternative optio ns
and techniques that had not yet been developed
in the academic literature. Finally, a contract
with Dr Angelica Sbardella, Sant’Anna School o f
Advanced Studies, Italy, provided us with
detailed information on green tec hno logy a nd
its role in the overall innovation system.

Figure 5.1 E xport capabilities of Slovakia i n d i ffer en t i n d us tr ia l
s ectors. Y ellow, the s ituation in 2012; blue, the s ituation in 2 018.

Source : https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/site s/jrcsh/file s/jrc122086.pdf

Internally, we worked on three aspects. First, we worked on our digital infrastructure: we set up the
Jupyterhub server, which works as a computation server for all our activities in parallel co mputing , a nd we
worked on data cleaning, extraction, transformation and matchin g. Sec ond , th rou gh d iss emina tio n and
dialogue with interested stakeholders we defined potentially interesting questions and aroused interest in our
products. Finally, we developed and tested our methodology, and produced two reports (Pugliese an d Tü bke,
2019; Pugliese and Tacchella, 2020) to showcase the analyses we are now able to produce internally.

Findings
Thanks to these steps we developed complexity analyses on territorial competitiveness (productive stru ctu re
and growth trajectories), technological capabilities and their combinations, and performed projections into the
future, producing development trajectories and GDP forecasts, i ndustrial s ector f oreca sts, and
mapping and export market analysis of the regional innovation system.

Figure 5.2 G D P growth trajectory and forecast of Slovakia c ompared with a few EU countries.

Source : https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/site s/jrcsh/file s/jrc122086.pdf

These are different from traditional exercises, and able to forecast medium-term (5 years) GDP gro wth
up to 25 % more precisely than (International Monetary Fund) mainstream a pproa ch es, (Tacc hella e t al.,
2018) calculate export-product progression probabilities, and provide regio nal te ch nolog y -ex port fitne ss
combinations, showcased in infographics for each EU Member State.18
As an example, in our pilot work on Slovakia we identified the transport industry as a key se ctor in which
Slovakia has unexploited potential, in particular in railway-related markets (Fig ure 5 .3). Th is sp ans from
electronics (signals, traffic control software) to transport hardware (ra ilwa y wa gon s). Th e a na lys is g oes
deeper, identifying the best-suited regions in Slovakia to enter e ac h o f th e re lated su bma rke ts (mos tly
focused on Bratislava and East Slovakia). This kind of analysis is done for each Member State a nd fo r each
market.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
The results of the project had a valuable scientific impact, with several high impact publications in journals in
the Nature group and leading innovation journals (e.g. Research Policy).

18

https://iri.jrc.ec.europa.eu/complexity/main-outputs/infographics
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These results were also shared with policymakers and other (private and pu blic) sta ke hold ers in s eve ral
occasions. The main event was a workshop on ‘Economic c omp lexity to in fo rm p olicy: Fro m in dus trial
innovation to industrial competitiveness’, held in June 202019. We also had a presence at the European W eek
of Regions and Cities 202020 and at INOFEST 2020 in Bratislava 21, where we presented our results about their
countries to Italian and Slovakian stakeholders, respectively.
.

Figure 5.3. Regional capabilities of the innovation s ystem of Slovakian regions s pecific to the export of “railway c ars ,
c losed and covered”, a product deemed a potential opportunity for Slovakia by the analysis. Comparison with regional
c ompetitors and EU market leaders. Source : https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/jrc122086.pdf

5.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
Our work has been very well received by very different clients, and it is adapting accordingly, to deal with th e
needs of different clients. First of all, we are working to better inte grate ou r workflow with th e fou rth generation regional innovation strategy for smart specialisation (RIS4), to make economic complexity analysis
work both as a quantitative foundation for the RIS4 platform and as a quantitative testb ed o f its e ffic ac y.
Second, we are collaborating with DG Economic and Financial Affairs to see how o ur wo rk c an be u s ed t o
inform cohesion policy at the country level. In this respect we are also working to de velo p a s tand ard is ed
routine to help policymakers to read our analyses and make a diagnosis of the numbers provided. Finally, we
are starting a collaboration with the International Finance Corporation – World Bank Group to work on the role
of academic excellence in economic activities, a part of the innovation system that is not very well s tud ied
yet, and to write a handbook of best practices for economic complexity to inform policy.
Internally, (a) we are adding new layers to our analysis, in particular looking at the role of innovative start-ups
in the innovation system, (b) we are developing our data structure to address mo re refined geo gra phical
19
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scales, (c) we are working to have a more automatised process to d eal with more requ ests from p olicy
stakeholders and (d) we are developing new techniques to answer different questions.
We are looking to more external collaborations. On one side, we aim to strengthen our links with th e Wo rld
Bank Group and United Nations to define common best practices in using these techniques. On the other side,
we are looking at new collaborations with leading academic institutions in the field, in particular the
Sant’Anna School for Advanced Studies and the Enrico Fermi Centre for Stud y a n d Rese arch in Rom e, to
further incorporate the latest advances of cutting-edge academic researc h. Fin ally, in sid e the Eu ropean
Commission we are looking at the integration of data sources within Unit B3, with other JRC Un its (B6, C7)
and with another DG (Research and Innovation), to further avoid duplicated efforts.
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6. Productivity transmission through value chains and the
high-technology sectors
6.1 Participants and collaborations
The main authors of this work were David Martínez Turégano, Robert Marschinski (JRC Unit .B.5)

6.2 Activity
Current understanding and research question
Among other benefits, innovation helps to spur productivity. Inspired b y th e id eas d eveloped by Timm er
(2017), in this research we propose a measure of global value chain – total factor productivity (GVC-TFP), and
a decomposition of its change over time into three informative factors: (a) changes in fa ctor re qu irements
(FRQ) associated with efficiency gains/losses in the use of capital and labour, (b) shifts in the distrib ution of
value added due to changes in factor shares (FSH) and (c) shifts in the value chain composition (VCC), wh ic h
are mainly due to geographical relocation of production stages.
Methodology / data used
The analytical work is based on the World Input–Output Database (WIOD) 22. W e u se th is m eth odolo gy to
analyse the evolution of GVC-TFP in different sectors between 2000 and 2014 across what are now th e E U27, comparing the periods before and after the Great Recession.
Findings
The traditional approach to measuring total factor productivity (TFP) evaluates the efficiency of the
production process for a particular sector, combining labour and capital facto rs, a s well a s m ateria l an d
service inputs (such as the methodology developed in the EU level analysis of capital (K), labou r (L), en ergy
(E), materials (M) and service (S) inputs (EU KLEMS) and described by Stehrer et al., 2019). Thes e inpu ts are
themselves the result of the combination of factors and inputs in previou s p rod uctio n s tages (up stream
activities), so they introduce a certain degree of efficiency to the sectors where they are used (d ownstre am
activities).
Following a broad definition, the bundle of upstream and downstream activities that are necessary worldwide
to put together a certain product is called a global value chain (GVC). Since the value added generated in each
of the activities in a GVC is eventually distributed to the owners of labour and capital factors, we can think of
a GVC as the outcome of international, regional and national fragmentation of produc tion in to la bou r and
capital units distributed around the world (Timmer, 2017). Accordingly, the combined efficien cy of u se o f
these labour and capital units in different sectors and countries makes up the overall level of efficienc y o f a
GVC, which we call the GVC-TFP.
A positive (negative) change in GVC-TFP in a particular country–sector pair describes an overall efficiency n et
gain (loss) along the full value chain up to the production stage in which the country–sector pair participates .
Changes in GVC-TFP can be decomposed into the individual or agg rega te c ontribu tions of th e d iffe rent
participating production units (e.g. the contribution of business services to the change in overall effic ie ncy in
manufacturing value chains).
Furthermore, we propose a decomposition of these contributions into informative drivers explaining c ha nges
in GVC-TFP (see Box 6.1 for details): changes in FRQ associated with efficiency g ains /los ses in th e u se o f
capital and labour, shifts in the distribution of value added due to changes in the FSH over output and s hifts
due to changes in the VCC, which mainly correspond to the geographical relocation of production stages.
Based on this framework and the 2016 release of WIOD, we assess the performance of GVC-TFP ac ross th e
EU-27 between 2000 and 2014, at both aggregate and sectoral levels, with particular focu s o n th e ro le o f
efficiency gains in upstream value chain stages and structural shifts in the composition of value cha in s. Th e
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results of our analysis show a sharp contrast between the intensity, composition and driving forc es o f GVC TFP developments before and after the Great Recession.
In the first subperiod (2000–2007), we observe a generalised growth in productivity, although the increase in
GVC-TFP across countries showed a high degree of heterogeneity, with Member States that joined the EU in or
after 2004 (EU-13) overperforming relative to the EU-15* (EU-15 excluding the United Kingdom) (Figure 6.1).
Structural transformation and technological convergence in the EU-13 supported generalised efficiency gains
across sectors that were transmitted to the whole economy through domestic supply chains (around a third of
the domestic contribution corresponds to other sectors than the producing one).
On the other hand, the positive contribution of imported efficiency gains (i.e. a reduction in FRQ in foreign
input suppliers) was also larger on average for the EU-13, benefiting from both a h igh er d egree o f t rad e
openness and a higher share of manufacturing activities. For both groups of countries, the largest contribution
of imported efficiency gains was from non-EU suppliers (60 % o n a verag e), pa rticu la rly reflecting th e
catching-up process of China and other Asian developing countries.
Finally, the net effect of shifts in the composition of value added on changes in GVC-TFP was p artic ularly
negative for the EU-15*, as a result of less-efficient production units increasing their rela tive pa rticipation
along value chains. This was the result of an increasing fragmentation of production processes, re flecte d in
lower retention of value added per unit of output (negative contributio n o f th e FSH c omp onen t), a nd its
international nature, captured by the geographical relocation of prod uctio n to less -d eveloped c oun trie s
(negative contribution of the VCC component).
On a sectoral basis (Figure 6.2), TFP increased at a higher rate in ma nufac turing valu e ch ains for m ost
countries in this subperiod, benefiting from the relocation of upstream supply stages to production units th at
showed a significant reduction in FRQ. The degree of (international) fragmentation in production pro ces ses ,
which was already higher for manufacturing than other activities, further increased during this subperiod.

Figure 6.1. Contribution to GVC-TFP average annual change,
by subperiod and group of countries (percentage points)
Notes: Average percentage points (p) of the calculated
estimates will be 30 to 70 within each group of countries
and subperiod; decomposition of the production -based G VC TFP change into three factors: FRQ, FSH and VCC.
o/dom, other domestic sectors; o/EU, other EU countries; non EU, non-EU countries.
Source: own elaboration based on WIOD.

Figure 6.2. Sectoral GVC-TFP average annual change, by
subperiod and group of countries (percent)
Notes: Within each group of countries and subperiod, the
solid bar corresponds to the percent (p) of the calculated
estimates equal to 30–70 average, the (+) to the p70–
p100 average and the (–) to the p0–p30 average; sectoral
production-based GVC-TFP .
Source: own elaboration based on WIOD.
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However, a detailed analysis shows that, in some cases, the positive effect of higher efficiency gain s in new
production units was substantially (or fully) counteracted by the negative d ifferenc e rela tive to p revious
efficiency levels (as illustrated by the example in Box 6.2); in oth er c ase s, e fficienc y g a in s in up stream
activities, although probably contributing to improved profitability, did not translate into TFP gains for
downstream producers. These developments also took place in non-manufacturing activities, b ut th ey were
less intense and showed, particularly in the case of business services, a closer relation between TFP g a in s
from the supply chain and own TFP gains.
The second subperiod (2007–2014) presents a clear contrast with the first one in a number of aspects. Firs t,
GVC-TFP gains turned out to be the exception instead of the norm, owing to the stop, and even re versa l, o f
efficiency gains from FRQ, including, in a context of a global productivity slowdown (Eichengreen et al., 2017),
producers in non-EU economies (Figure 6.1). Second, on a sectoral basis, developments in non-manufacturing
activities explained a larger share of the dispersion of productivity performance across countries (Figure 6 .2);
some Member States even recorded significant drops in TFP in business services , which even tually h ad a
negative effect on the efficiency of downstream activities through value chains, including exports of
manufactures. Third, the shift of value-added distribution went in most cases in the opposite direction after
the Great Recession, increasing the share of those production units that are more efficient (i.e . with lo wer
FRQ), reflecting both the halt of international fragmentation (Timmer et al., 2016) and res horing d ecision s
(Eurofound, 2016).
Summarising these findings, we find a sharp contrast between the intensity, the sectora l co mpo s itio n, th e
geographical contributions and the nature of the driving forces of GVC-TFP developments.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
In policy terms, our analysis provides an insightful approach to how productivity developments are
transmitted from upstream to downstream activities, and to the factors driving changes of overall efficiency
in value chains (i.e. changes in FRQ and shifts in the composition o f va lue a d ded). In th e c onte xt o f th e
economic crisis following the COVID-19 pandemic, import dependency and supply security loom la rge in th e
debate on the future of global trade, adding to pre-existing factors transforming GVCs (Unc tad, 2020). It
might be the case that production networks turn less global and hence productivity dynamics with in th e EU
single market become more critical. In principle, a potential reshoring of production ca pac itie s c ould ex ert
positive effects on EU productivity, directly due to the relocation of resources to more e fficient p rod uction
units than those of foreign suppliers and a higher share of tradable ac tivities in th e tota l ec ono my, and
indirectly by improving the resilience of EU value chains and lowering vulnerabilities to global shocks.
However, this poses important challenges in the light of the significant loss of EU competitiven ess ag ains t
manufacturing global competitors since 2000, including both downstream and upstream activities and th os e
with high-tech content (Marschinski and Martínez-Turégano, 2019, 2020a,b; Martinez-Turégano, 2021). Th is
has been particularly the case with electronics, in which the EU’s global share has fallen even m ore th an in
total manufacturing, without evidence that specialisation in other segments of this valu e ch ain – s u ch as
scientific R & D, software development or IT services – could significantly mitigate the trend. On top of th at,
were the relocation eventually to take the place, a sustained path of productivity gains would be still needed .
Beyond mere one-off effects of reshoring production to more efficient production units, th is wou ld re quire
persistent innovation activities (R & D) as a systematic driver of such gains. In this sense, the EU single market
would indeed benefit from a push to competition and efficiency in business services, which would sp read to
the rest of the economy through value chains, and the building o f ca pac ities a nd in nova tion in critical
activities for overall productivity growth, such as electronic hardware, robotics, digitalis ation an d s oftware
development.

6.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
Our methodology could contribute to a comprehensive assessment of a strategic restructurin g o f E U va lue
chains. However, on the data side, a number of caveats remain to be resolved in future research and ca ll for
careful interpretation of the quantitative results.
DG Economic and Financial Affairs has expressed interest in this research and the results.
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Box 6.1. Factors explaining productivity changes through value chains
First, a change in the capital or labour needed for the same amount of output (what we call FRQ) corresponds
to a shift in the efficiency level for a particular country–sector pair and is commonly associated with
technological progress. The impact of these efficiency changes on the overall GVC-TFP depends on the degree
of participation of this activity in the value chain, defined in terms of th e s hare of valu e a dde d (e.g . a
reduction of 10 % in FRQ in business services accounting for 10 % of value added in ma nufac turing valu e
chains would show a positive contribution of 1 percentage point in overall efficiency for manufacturing va lue
chains).
Second, a change in the composition of the value added generated along a value chain also has an important
effect on GVC-TFP changes due to production units showing different levels of efficiency in the use of lab our
and capital factors. If a certain share of the value added in a value chain moves to a p rod uc tio n u nit with
lower (higher) FRQ per unit of output, this will generate a positive (negative) impact on the overall efficiency.
In our framework, a change in the composition of the value added has two possible sources. On the one hand,
capital and/or labour units required for a certain activity can change the fraction of the value added that they
retain relative to the amount of output (what we call FSH). This could be for a number of reason s, inclu ding
the fragmentation of the production process (outsourcing, offshoring), as well as changes in relative prices o f
outputs and inputs, mark-ups, education and capital returns, workers’ bargaining po wer, etc . On th e oth er
hand, keeping the FSH constant, the participation in value added could change as a res ult o f a s hift in th e
composition of value chains, i.e. a change in the country–sector pair as producing unit at a particula r s tage .
Most of the shifts correspond to the geographical level, consisting of a secto r in a c oun try inc reas in g its
participation in a value chain to the detriment of the same sector in a different country. Thes e c han ges are
the result of competitive forces at some stage in a GVC, but associated shifts in upstream activities cou ld b e
just reflecting the prevalence of regional or domestic networks (e.g. if a producer of machinery c han ges its
main supplier of components to a different continent it is likely that services used by the component producer
are also to a large extent displaced to the new location). On the sectoral level, technological developments o r
outsourcing could also generate major shifts in the composition of value chains, as s hown fo r the ca se o f
electronics by Marschinski and Martínez-Turégano (2020a,b).

Box 6.2. A country-sector example: The French motor vehicle value chain
We look at a specific value chain to better illustrate how the different factors affect the development of GVCTFP. For three different years, Table 6.1 provides the value chain characteris ation for th e ma nu fa cturing
sector ‘C29 – Motor Vehicles’ in France in two dimensions that are used for the decomposition ex plaine d in
Box 6.1.
On the left-hand side, we have the structure of value added by origin (adding up to 100 %), which
corresponds to the weights used to compute the contribution of changes in FRQ within the different
production units of the value chain. First, we observe a significant share of value added generated by Fren ch
business services (over 20 %) and foreign input suppliers (around 40 %), higher in both cases than the s hare
of the motor vehicle industry itself. Second, the overall share of French value added has declined o ver tim e,
particularly to the benefit of countries outside Europe in absolute terms and EU-13 Member States in relative
terms.On the right-hand side of the table, we have the average relative level o f FRQ, which a re u sed to
compute the contribution of changes in value added shares. First, for those sectors involved in th is sp ecific
value chain, we observe that the efficiency in the use of labour and capital is higher in France (FRQ per unit of
output are less than half of the world average ), particularly compared with EU-13 and non-European
producers. Second, the relative FRQ in non-manufacturing domestic and EU-13 input suppliers have d ec lin ed
over time, becoming more efficient production units with respect to worldwide sectoral peers.
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Table 6.1. Characterization of the French C29 – Motor Vehicles value chain by origin of value added
Origin of value added
Motor vehicles
Other manufacturing
France
Business services
Other activities
EU-15*
Other EU
EU-13
Europe
Non-EU
Non-Europe

Value added share (%)
2000
2007
2014
21
18
19
13
10
9
27
29
24
4
4
4
20
20
21
1
2
3
5
5
5
10
11
14

Relative factor requirements (%)
2000
2007
2014
46
47
49
44
47
46
58
57
45
43
41
35
54
55
54
116
99
85
64
64
64
82
89
89

Notes: Value added share in one unit of output of French C29 – Motor Vehicles and relative FRQ based on sectoral
differences from the world average.
EU15* = EU15 excluding the UK and France ; EU13 = Member States from 2004 onwards; Non-EU Europe = Norway,
Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom; Non-Europe = rest of the world.
Source: own elaboration based on WIOD.

Now we look into the development of overall efficiency of the French motor vehicle value chain as measu red
by changes in its GVC-TFP. Table 6.2 summarises the estimation and decomposition for the two su bpe rio ds
analysed in the main text, with particular detail on the contribution of changes in FRQ by origin of value added
(same countries and sectors as in Table 6.1).
First, we observe that overall efficiency has hardly increased along this specific value chain in either
subperiod (0.5 % or less per year). Second, whereas FRQ decreased in all cases in the first subperiod (more in
EU-13 and non-EU input suppliers), positively contributing to GVC-TFP growth (percentage changes in FRQ are
weighted by the corresponding value added share), the opposite happened in the second subperiod, with th e
exception of EU-13 participants. Third, in the first subperiod, the change in input suppliers to th e b enefit of
less efficient production units (mainly located in EU-13 and non-European countries) resulted in a signific ant
negative contribution to GVC-TFP (– 0.7 percentage points VCC), which counteracted to a great e xten t g ains
obtained from the aforementioned reduction in FRQ (+ 1.3 percentage points for aggregate FRQ); in contras t,
changes in the composition of value added went in the opposite direction in the second subperiod, with m ore
efficient production units increasing their participation in the value chain as a result of both higher re tentio n
of value added per unit of output and shifts in the structure of the value chain (+ 0.3 percentage poin ts FSH
and VCC).
Table 6.2. Decomposition of changes in GVC-TFP for the Fren ch C29 – M oto r Veh ic les va lue c ha in, b y
subperiod and contributing factor
GVC-TFP average annual change (i+ii+iii)
i. FRQ
Origin of value added

2000—2007
0.5

Change (%)

Contribution
(percentage
points)

Motor vehicles
-0.3
0.1
Other manufacturing
-1.6
0.2
France
Business services
-0.4
0.1
Other activities
-1.6
0.1
EU-15*
-2.0
0.4
Other EU
EU-13
-4.6
0.1
Europe
-2.6
0.1
Non-EU
Non-Europe
-2.4
0.2
Value added composition (net contributions in percentage points)
ii. FSH
-0.1
iii. VCC
-0.7

2007—2014
0.1

Change (%)

Contribution
(percentage
points)

0.9
0.5
0.0
0.7
0.7
-0.8
0.7
0.1

-0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.3

Notes: EU15* = EU15 excluding the UK and France; EU13 = Member States from 2004 o nward s; no n-EU
Europe = Norway, Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom; non-Europe = rest of the world.
Source: own elaboration based on WIOD.
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7. Public grants and venture capital investments23
7.1 Participants and collaborations
Andrea Bellucci, Gianluca Gucciardi (JRC Unit B.1) and Daniel Nepelski (JRC Unit B.6) were the authors of th is
work.

7.2 Activity
Current understanding and research questions
This chapter compares public and private funding of innovative companies in Europe. In particular, it analys es
different types of public grants and VC investments, looking at their relative contributions to firms ’ fu nding
and investigating the characteristics of the target firms.
The objective of this analysis is twofold. Leveraging on a data set including information on b oth p rivate VC
investments and public grants (including the European Commission SME instrument), this work (a)
investigates the evolution of public grants in terms of volume and number of transactions in th e EU a nd (b )
analyses the characteristics of firms that have received both VC and public grants in order to investiga te th e
investment strategies of public and private entities.
Methodology / data used
This analysis is based on a data set matching information related to VC investments and public gra nts fro m
VentureSource (Dow Jones), integrated with information related to funds granted by the European
Commission within the SME instrument (Phase 1 and Phase 2) programme scheme between 2014 and 2017.
The full data set includes 3 659 public grants, 77 % from the SME instrument programme and the remain in g
23 % from other public funding organisations. A subset of the data set (‘ma tche d d ata set’) ob tained b y
matching the full one with Orbis (Bureau van Dijk) to get information on target firms includes a total o f 696
grants, of which approximately 18 % are attributed to the SME instrument and the res t to o the r forms o f
public grants.
Findings
The main findings from the investigations are reported in Box 2. See Bellucci, Gucciardi and Nepelski (2021)
for further details.
Box 7.1. Key takeaways

Key takeaways

-

Since its introduction, the Horizon 2020 SME instrument has become an
important source of public funding for SMEs, contributing 50 % of the total
amount of public grants in 2017.

-

Almost two thirds of firms receiving public grants have also been targets of
private VC investments.

-

Strong qualitative differences emerge between firms that receive private and
public financing for instance with respect to their size and age at the date of the
funding.
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This short chapter is an excerpt from a more comprehensive report by Bellucci, Gucciardi and Nepelski (2021). Andrea Bellucc i
(JRC Unit B.1), Gianluca Gucciardi (JRC Unit B.1) and Daniel Nepelski (JRC Unit B.6) jointly contributed to the pro duc tio n o f t h a t
document and of this chapter.
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The evolution of public grants and venture capital in the European Union
This section presents cumulative volumes and numbers of transactions, including SM E ins trume nt g ran ts,
other public grants and VC investments, in the period between 2008 and 2017. Concerning the total vo lume
of funding, in 2008, European companies received EUR 4.3 billion. Within a decade, this amount q ua dru pled
and reached EUR 20.5 billion in 2017. The change in percentage contribution s o f VC a nd pu blic g ra nts is
presented in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1. Cumulative volumes by type (SME instrument, other public grants and VC)
% volumes (left) and % number of deals (right), 2008–2017

Source: JRC elaborations on VentureSource full database and SME instrument official data set.

In 2008, VC investments accounted for 97 % of the total cumulative volumes of funding. The remaining 3 %
was provided by public entities in the form of public grants. In 2017, the c ontrib ution of VC inves tments
remained stable. The SME instrument was introduced in 2014 and, since then, its role as a s ou rce o f pu blic
funding for innovative companies has been increasing. In 2014, the SME instrument accounted for 0.03 % o f
the total funding and rapidly reached nearly 1.5 % of the cumulative volume of funding to innovative firms in
Europe. In 2017, among the SME instrument phases, Phase 2 accounted for 92 % of about EUR 304 million, or
EUR 280 million. Since the introduction of the SME instrument, the role of other public grants has decrea sed .
Whereas in 2008 other public grants accounted for 3 % of th e to tal fun ding to in nova tive c omp anies ,
including VC, in 2017 their share decreased to 1.5 %.
Regarding the total number of deals, i.e. including public grants and VC investments, in 2008 pu blic e ntitie s
and venture capitalists provided funding to innovative companies in Euro pe a bou t 1 4 00 times . Like th e
volume of investments, this number more than tripled within a decade and reached about 4 900 in 2017. At
the beginning of the period analysed, public grants accounted for 6 % and VC investments fo r 94 % o f th e
overall number of deals. In 2017, the share of public grants in the number of deals incre as ed to 17 % . In
2017, the number of SME instrument grants accounted for 77 % of all public grants and 14 % of th e total
number of deals, i.e. including public grants and VC investments. Because of relatively smaller g ra nts, SME
instrument Phase 1 accounted for over 70 % of the cumulative SME instrument grants in 2017.
The above analysis shows that the share of public grants in th e c umu lative volu me of fun ding was
substantially stable between 2008 and 2017, with a shift of investments from other public grants to
the SME instrument. Within a very short period since its inception, the SME instrument became an
important source of funding in Europe. In 2017, SME instrument g ra nts a cc oun ted for 1.5 % o f th e
cumulative volume of funding and 13 % of the total number of investments in innovative firms by private and
public entities.
Public grants and venture capital funding
This section compares public grants with private VC investments. According to the information included in th e
matched dataset, 65 % of all firms receiving public grants were able to raise both grants from public entities
and private VC investments, while the remainder received public grants only. This shows that EU compani es
that seek external funding will frequently make use of both public and private sources of f inanci ng .
Figure 7.2 shows the types of VC funding raised by firms that also received public grants.
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Figure 7.2. Percentage and number of VC deals (by category) raised by firms that also received public grants,
% (top) and number of deals (bottom), cumulative 2008–2017.

Source: JRC elaborations on VentureSource-Orbis matched database and SME Instrument official dataset

Firms that received public grants between 2008 and 2017, received mainly early stages of VC funding, Firms
that received public grants between 2008 and 2017 received mainly early-stage VC funding, acco untin g for
58 % of nearly 4 000 VC transactions. Later-stage VC represents the second largest type o f fu nding b y VC
(17 %) for firms that also received public grant funding. Angel and seed funding represent 8 % a nd 11 % o f
all VC deals, respectively. Funding from accelerators and corporate equity firms c ons tituted 1 % a nd 4 % ,
respectively, of all the private investments in firms that received public grants.
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Features of firms receiving both public grants and venture capital investments
This last section analyses the investment strategies of public and private entities with respect to
characteristics of firms that they target. In particular, it presents an overview of characteristics of firms when
receiving public grants or VC investments by investment category and source, i.e. public and private.
According to Figure 7.3, firms receiving funding from accelerators are the youngest and smallest in te rms of
number of employees, total sales and assets. Regarding firms receiving funding from pu blic e ntities o ther
than the SME instrument, there are some remarkable differences b etween typ es o f ins trumen ts. Pu blic
entities providing funding to innovative companies target relatively mature and large firms. On average, firms
supported by the SME instrument are 6 years old in Phase 1 an d 8 yea r s old in Phas e 2, a nd h ave n in e
employees. In terms of turnover, their median sales are at t he level o f E UR 0 .19 m illio n (Ph as e 1) and
EUR 0.88 million (Phase 2). Their assets are worth EUR 1.5 million (Phase 1) and EUR 4 million (Phase 2).
Firms funded by the SME instrument Phase 1 resemble firms that receive early-stage VC. In te rms o f a g e,
however, they are more similar to firms receiving later-stage VC funding. This indicates that firms supporte d
by the SME instrument Phase 1 are small, with relatively high asset value, but with low levels of sales. Firm s
receiving SME instrument Phase 2 are the oldest, compared with firms targeted by other funding instruments.
They have also considerably lower numbers of employees and total sales lower than firms rec eiving la ter stage VC funding. This could indicate that the SME instrument beneficiaries are more mature and could have
less growth potential than firms backed by VC.

Figure 7.3. Characteristics of firms when receiving public grants or private investments
Median, cumulative 2008–2017
Age

Number of employees

Total sales

Total assets

Source: JRC elaborations on VentureSource-Orbis matched database and SME instrument official dataset
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Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
Summing up, the above findings indicate that considerable differences exist b etween th e vo lumes and
patterns of funding for innovative firms provided by public and private entities. The analysis als o re veals
that different types of funding entities target different types of firms.
This work may contribute to the scientific debate on the relationship between private investments and p ublic
grants. From a policy perspective, it could provide some insights into ho w p ub lic a utho rities a nd p rivate
investors cooperate on financing the start-up and launch of young SMEs in the EU.

7.3. Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
The analysed sample could suffer from lack of rep resen tativenes s, s in ce s ome o f the an alyses were
conducted on a subsample of firms for which financial and industrial information was available (the matched
dataset). Further collaborations on the subject are possible within the JRC, the E uro pean Commis sion a n d
beyond.

Reference
Bellucci, A., Gucciardi, G. and Nepelski, D., (2021), Venture Capital in Europe – Evidence-based ins ig hts ab ou t
venture capitalists and VC-backed firms, EUR 30480 EN, Luxembourg, Publications Office,
doi:10.2760/076298, JRC122885.
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8. The role of venture capital in the
companies with high growth potential

financing of

8.1. Participants and collaborations
The work was led by JRC Unit B7, specifically by the High Growth Enterprises Team under the supervision of
James Gavigan and Aurelien Genty. The work benefited from collaborations within Directorate B of the JRC, in
particular with Andrea Bellucci and Gianluca Gucciardi (Unit B1), Daniel Nepelski (Unit B6) and Daniel Vé rtesy
(Unit I.1), and with Pierfederico Asdrubali of DG Economic and Financial Affairs . Th e work a ls o b ene fited
greatly from feedback from Professor Colin Mason (University of Glasgow) and Professor Anita Quas
(University of Milan ‘La Statale’).

8.2. Activity
Current understanding and research question
The purpose of the research is to explain how high growth enterprises raise finance throughout their
entrepreneurial journey, and in particular if there are market inefficiencies in the access of firms to Ve ntu re
Capital (VC) at their early stage.
Most governments have policies that aim to increase the supply of VC in support of high growth enterp rises .
The major focus of these interventions is on the start-up and early growth stages. However, the finan cing of
high growth enterprises is rarely a “one shot deal”. They are likely raising several funding rounds over time. In
our research we found that VC is most active in ecosystems which contain a variety of s ourc e of finan ce,
including grants, business angels, seed and start-up funds, and later stage funds. This highlights the need fo r
research that adopts a longitudinal perspective on finance, looking at all the sou rces of finan ce th at h igh
growth enterprises have to raise for growing, including before a specific VC funding round and subsequen tly,
and the inter-relationships between VC and these other sources of finance. One important point is to examine
the subsequent financing of firms after their first VC investment to shed light on the extent to which firms
that raise VC go to raise subsequent rounds of VC to scale-up. The identification o f c ou ntry, regio nal and
sectoral differences is also an important dimension of our research.
Our work spans the fields of high growth entrepreneurship, innovation, and policy evaluation. We use m ostly
macro data in our projects to contribute to the European Semester related activities. Spec ific re cent to pic s
includes evaluation of research & innovation policy, and assessment o f g ran t s chem es s uc h a s th e SME
instrument.
Methodology / data used
These studies mainly refer to two analytical approaches: descriptive and econometric analys is. Ou r s tud ies
use primary data from three main database: Venture Source, Dealroom and Pitchbook. So far, ou r res earc h
has used extensively descriptive statistics, which are easy to read, and focussed on EU countries.
Our work, which is to a large extent data driven, is critically dependent on the underlying databases used and
the definition of high growth enterprises that are applied.
Findings and implications for policy
A brief introduction to the findings and implications of the studies on VC and High Growth Enterp rises (HGE)
includes the following.
High growth enterprises: Demographics, finance and policy measures (Flachenecker et al., 2019)
In the financing section of the report, we focus on VC-backed companies. These are companies that with th e
injection of finance may achieve rapid and sustained growth. We use evidence from VentureSou rce to s how
how seed, start-up and later-stage investments vary across the EU. This implies that countrie s a nd re gio ns
need all three forms of finance for the emergence of high -g rowth firms . Seed a n d s tart -up VC will b e
ineffective if follow-on later-stage VC is not available. We also investigate the reg io na l d i strib ution of VC
investment by stage. This is the first study of the geography of VC by stage. The main finding of this research
is that Europe appears to have two types of regions. Regions such as Île-de-Fran ce h ave ve ry d evelop ed
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early-stage (seed and start-up) and expansion-stage VC markets that meet the funding need s o f s tart -u ps
and scale-ups. This contrasts with regions such as Apulia in Italy, where the supply of s uitab le inves tment
opportunities for high-growth firms is restricted, so firms cannot grow quickly. This pro blem is pa rticula rly
relevant to policymakers, as properly funded entrepreneurship could contribute to the economic developme nt
of lagging geographical areas and reduce cross-regional disparities. So far, we have used the find in gs from
this research to inform our policy discussion with colleagues from DG Regional and Urban Policy.
Venture capital market in Europe (Testa et al., forthcoming)
In this research study, we first document the global state of VC. We then identify the clustering of VC-backed
companies across EU countries and regions (NUTS 2). Using detailed postcode data on VC investment, we also
cluster VC-backed companies across functional urban areas. We fin d th at th e g eog rap hy of VC -bac ked
companies remains extremely concentrated and unequal, with Berlin, London, Paris, and Stockholm accounting
for roughly two thirds of all VC-backed investments across the EU. The original contribution of this work is to
provide maps that help understand the geography of VC in Europe.. A very important fin ding – releva nt to
policy – is the uneven supply of capital across regions and consequently the economic disparity observed.
Financing companies with high growth potential: exploring the impact o f COVI D-19 on th e
venture capital in EU27 countries (Testa, forthcoming)
Given the importance of the entrepreneurial finance market for the economy, this study provides some timely
insights into the uncertainty caused by the current crisis by using a novel source of real-time data provided by
Dealroom. Our main research analyses the impact of COVID-19 on entrepreneurial finance by volume, type of
funding stage and type of firm. We also examine the number of VC funds and amount of capital raised during
the pandemic period. We use both annual and quarterly data to better contextualise these events within their
prevailing circumstances and trends. The main finding emerging from our analysis is that th e c atego ries o f
finance most adversely affected are seed and early finance deals, which decreased by al mo st 4 0 % in th e
first three quarters of 2020 compared with those of 2019, whereas later -sta ge d ea ls h ave s ho wn mu ch
greater resilience. This shortage of finance for new start-ups is of crucial importance because research shows
that start-ups born during recessions not only start smaller but also tend to stay smaller in th e fu ture e ve n
when macroeconomic conditions bounce back (Sedlacek and Sterk, 2017). The findings from this research can
potentially be used to promote policy intervention in each EU country a nd in fo rm th e E urop ean Co urt o f
Auditors’s activity report on VC.
In the future, more research will be needed to understand the role played by governm ent VC (by s ize a n d
stage of investment, sector and location) in the various VC market segments.

8.3. Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
We will continue our collaborations with Professor Colin Mason and Profess or Anita Qua s to e xplore the
impact of COVID-19 on business angels in Europe and the role of government VC in su pportin g c ompa nies
with high growth potential, respectively.
We are exploring a potential collaboration with the European Investment Fund on the impact of COVID-19 o n
business angel investing in Europe.
We also hope to collaborate with Francesco Rentocchini and Lorenzo Napo l ita no (JRC B.3) o n VC-re la ted
topics.
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9. Digital transformation and artificial intelligence
‘Digital transformation’ refers to the profound changes taking place in the economy and society b eca use of
the uptake and integration of digital technologies in every aspect of human life. The consequences of d igital
transformation will affect almost all EU policies. Hence, it is important and relevant for th e JRC to ob serve
current developments and their impacts, and explore future ones. In this context, artificial intelligence (AI) is
recognised as one of the most important technologies increasingly transforming every aspect of society, and
therefore deserves a particular focus within the broader digital transformation processes.

9.1 Participants and collaborations
Several work packages contribute to this general objective. AI Watch 24, led by Paul Desruelle, is the European
Commission knowledge service to monitor the develop ment, up take a nd im pac t of AI for E u rope. It is
coordinated by JRC B.6. It has set up a large team to address the different tasks of th e pro ject, as well as
collaborations with other units. In particular, it collaborates with Unit B4 on aspects related to educa tio n and
AI. The Prospective Insights in ICT R & D (PREDICT)25 project, managed by Giuditta d e Pra to, is b as ed o n a
techno-economic segment analytical approach applied to AI and other dynamic technology-based ind ustrial
domains. The objective of the Support for Platforms and Data Economy (SPADE) p roject, c oord in ated by
Néstor Duch-Brown, is twofold: first, to provide evidence and support for policy in the are a o f e -c ommerc e
and digital platforms; second, to understand the socioeconomic role and imp act o f da ta in th e Eu ropean
economy.
European Location Interoperability Solutions for e -Government (ELISE) is a funded by the European
Commission under the action ‘Interoperability solutions for public administrations, busines ses a nd c itizen s’
(ISA²) focusing on harnessing the use of spatial data and technology, a nd mo re g enera lly o n th e ro le o f
location interoperability as a driver for enabling the digital government transformation. Its leader is Francesco
Pignatelli. Monica Posada leads the ‘application programming interfaces for digital government’ and
‘application programming interfaces strategy essentials for public sector innovation’ work packages.
Within the JRC, Understanding the Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Human Behaviour ( Humaint) 26 was a
project of the Centre for Advanced Studies that started at the end of 2017, and in 2020 was tra ns fe rred to
Unit B6 ‘Digital Economy’. The project collaborates with Unit B4 on aspects related to AI and jobs. This project
strongly interacts with the projects Cyber-Security, Privacy and Digital Identity, and Research for Security an d
Defence, and with relevant communities of practice.

9.2 Activity
Current understanding
The main objective of the activity is to enable the JRC to identify and address the current and future
challenges for our economy and society resulting from the profound changes that are alrea dy ta kin g place
and will continue to take place at increasing pace, because of the uptake and integration of digital
technologies in every aspect of human life.
AI has become an area of strategic importance with potential to be a key driver of economic development. AI
also has a wide range of potential social implications. As part of its d ig ita l s ingle m arket 27 s trate gy, th e
European Commission put forward in April 2018 a European strategy on AI in its commu nica tion ‘Artific ial
intelligence for Europe’ (European Commission, 2018a).

AI Watch is the AI observatory, which aims to monitor the development, uptake and impact of AI for Euro pe. AI Wa t c h is a n
initiative of the European Commission jointly developed by the JRC and the Direc tor at e -Gen era l fo r Co mmu nic at ion s
Networks, Content and Technology (DG CONNECT). More information can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/knowledge4policy/ai-watch_en
25
PREDICT analyses the supply of ICT, and the investments in R & D in ICT, in Europe, with comparisons with major c o mpet it ors
worldwide. P REDICT is a collaboration between the JRC and DG CONNECT.
24

26
27

More information about HUMANIT can be found here: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/communities/en/community/humaint
More about the JRC work on the Economics of the Digital Single Market: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/digital-singlemarket
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Subsequently, in December 2018, the European Commission published a ‘Coo rdina ted p lan o n a rtific ial
intelligence’ (European Commission, 2018b), on the development o f AI in the E U. Th e c oord in ated plan
mentions the role of AI Watch in monitoring its implementation.
The JRC and the Directorate General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG CNECT) have
been working together on AI since December 2018, contributing to the development of the EU policy a gen da
on AI and monitoring of the implementation of the coordinated plan, notably in the context o f th e AI W atc h
project, a collaboration formalised with a 3-year administrative arrangement signed in December 20 18. Th e
project will also contribute to the periodic revisions of the coordinated plan (e.g . s et o ut b y th e Eu rope an
Commission, 2020).
AI systems, when applied in practical applications, have an impact on human behaviour. On the one ha nd, AI
provides cognitive assistance to humans, such as helping us to interpret data more efficiently a nd dis cover
hidden knowledge in large data resources. On the other hand, these AI systems also affect human de cision making and cognitive tasks.
Dynamic and rapidly evolving technology-based domains are not reflected in available industrial
classifications, and their structures, dynamics and underlying networks often escape mapping and an alytical
efforts. The unit has been working on the identification of these activities through the ap plication of n ovel
techniques.
Digital platforms are a new type of organisation that, by using data and algorithms, brings severa l types of
users together and facilitates interactions between them, acting as an improved mechanism to a dd ress th e
fundamental problem of economic organisation: how to coordinate supply and demand when informa tio n is
imperfect, to reach the highest possible efficiency. At the same time, these platforms raise concerns a nd are
increasingly subject to scrutiny by regulators. How can economic efficiency gains and po wer c o ncen tration
around very large digital platforms be combined with an equitable distribution of welfa re in a d ata -d riven
economy?
Spatial data can provide valuable insights but these are not yet fully leveraged by pu blic a dmin is tration s,
citizens and business. Hence, the ongoing digital transformation processes should consider ‘rewiring’ the data
integration and business processes by harnessing the location dimension where possible to e xplo it gre ater
knowledge.
One technical solution can be the generalisation of application programming interfaces (APIs ), s ince th ey
enable the integration of systems and actors in increasingly complex digital e nvironme nts th ro ugh th eir
modularity: digital processes and data sets can be easily packaged into modules, which c an b e re us ed a nd
recombined for different applications.
Research questions
The main research questions the project addresses are all related to the effects of the digital transforma tion
in the economy and society. Some of the main research questions are as follows.
-

How is the ecosystem of specific technology-based segments structured? How does it evolve and what
are the underlying networks?
What is the role of spatial data in digital transformation?
How can location intelligence help in providing Europe-wide cross-border public services?

The related objectives are the following.
-

-

To monitor the development, uptake and impact of AI in Europe, in order to support the implementation
and further development of the European strategy for AI. This objective includes in particu lar h elping
DG Connect to monitor how Member States are implementing their commitments with res pect to th e
coordinated plan on AI.
To advance the scientific understanding of the impact that AI systems have on human behaviour.
To assess which new technological and economic changes are likely to pop up in th is fa st -ch ang in g
digital technology- and data-driven platform economy.
To identify which public policy challenges are likely to emerge in th e wa ke o f this ever -ad vancin g
evolution.
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-

To identify API-related technical, organisational and legal essentials to unlock data-driven inno vative
potential in organisations.
Methodology / data used

The activity embraces a myriad of methodologies and techniques – both qualita tive an d q ua ntitative – in
order to achieve the abovementioned objectives and answer the research question s. Am ong th e differe nt
methodologies used in the project, we can mention data analysis, web data scraping, machine learnin g, des k
research, meetings and interaction with Member States, workshops with experts, stakehold er p anels , p ilot
schemes, literature review, surveys, interviews and expert consultation.
In terms of data, some studies are based on micro-level data coming from several sources, oth ers on webscraped data or official statistics, surveys and questionnaires. Some work packages rely on subs cription s to
relevant databases, while others tend to rely on openly available data.
Findings
The outcomes of the activity are multiple and cover a wide scope of activities, from publications to
conferences. Some examples are listed below.
AI Watch monitors the EU’s industrial, technological and research capacity in AI; AI-related policy initiatives in
the Member States; uptake and technical developments of AI; and AI impact. AI Watch has a Europea n foc us
within the global landscape. It has already delivered a number of key results and deliverables:
–
–

a collection and analysis of national AI strategies in the EU Member States, in collaboration with the
OECD and in direct interaction with Member States’ representatives;
a mapping and analysis of the worldwide AI ecosystem landscape (from research to industry).

AI Watch data collection and analyses are updated yearly (the first update is due by early 2021). In addition ,
AI Watch has also developed several methodology reports:
–
–
–
–

a comprehensive methodology to estimate AI investments in Europe;
a first report on the definition and taxonomy of AI;
a methodology report on assessing the European robotics market;
a roadmap report on producing an AI index.

In the case of Predict, the findings are specific to the segment/domain addressed. In particular, the app roac h
is being applied to the mapping of the AI domain in the framework of the AI Watch exercise. Th is offe rs an
overview of the worldwide competitive landscape and of the relative strengths in different th ematic are as,
analysis of the network of excellence in R & D, and more.
The work of SPADE has addressed several policy-relevant initiatives, such as geo-blocking, the data s tra tegy
and the platform-to-business regulations. Several reports have been publishe d a nd, a s a c ompleme ntary
activity, some scientific papers have been submitted to journals.
For ELISE, most of the outputs are made public to anyone through the ELISE JoinUp space28. In addition, ELISE
proposes a rich agenda of events aiming to promote ELISE results as well new topics of research.
The adoption of APIs in organisations was observed to (a) act as a catalyst of th e dig ita l tra ns form ation
process; (b) foster innovative processes with relatively low investment efforts; (c) produce efficiency gains; (d)
enable digital interactions with internal and external actors.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
From AI Watch in-depth analyses, we will be able to understand better the EU’s areas of strength a nd are as
where investment is needed. AI Watch will provide an independent assessment of the impacts and benefits of
AI on growth, jobs, education and society.
HUMANIT has identified three main challenges and contributed to addressing th em. Firs t, it is difficu lt to
access open and representative behavioural data needed to s tu dy h uma n–AI in terac tion, es pecially in
sensitive and complex scenarios. A second challenge is th e d efinition o f s ta nda rd m etho dolog ies a nd
28

Joinup is an e-platform created by the European Commission to provide a common venue that enables public administration s,
businesses and citizens to share and reuse IT solutions and good p ractices, and facilitate communication and collaboration o n
IT projects across Europe. (more information can be found at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/joinup/about)
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appropriate metrics for the evaluation of AI systems and for running user studies in human–AI intera ction . A
third is the need to carry out this research at the intersections of different disciplines, with diverse teams (e.g.
in terms of gender or cultural background) and with AI system developers understanding the social context in
which AI systems are embedded.
The work under PREDICT makes it possible to produce quantitative indicators to explore te chn olog y-driven
segments of the economy not otherwise covered, and to explore the worldwide networks b ehind th em with
the aim of supporting the EU’s strategic autonomy policy and, more generally, policies targ eting th e d igital
transformation.
The SPADE project has provided the first ever evidence on th e ro les o f so me d igital p latforms an d th e
strategies they employ to leverage their dominant positions vis-à-vis their different groups of users. Similarly,
it has provided sound and robust evidence to overcome the geo-blocking practices common ly emplo ye d b y
retailers, which undermine the digital single market. Finally, it has provided innovative analysis of th e is su es
that hold back data sharing in the EU, while providing solid insights into the policies that would and would not
work.
ELISE supports Better Regulation and digital single market strategy goals, including specific actions of th e e Government action plan 29 and the European interoperability framework30, which are reinforced by the Tallinn
Declaration31 vision and the communications on Building the data economy32 and on Artificial intelligence fo r
Europe 33. The ELISE action builds on the principles of the INSPIRE directive 34, which establishes an
infrastructure for environmental spatial information in Europe.
The work of the API team has identified the important role that APIs play in organisations’ digital in nova tio n
and how important is to get the API strategy right to ensure the efficiency, robustness and resilience of digital
infrastructures. Organisations can use the framework of API adoption proposed by the JRC to identify actions
to profit better from their API-enabled infrastructure.

9.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
The limitations faced by the activity are common to most research groups. The most important could be data
availability, tight deadlines for contractual deliverables, resource scarcity, sudden changes in p rio ritie s and
lack of relevant information from partner DGs, among others.
Given the importance of the new political priority based on ‘A Europe fit for the digital age’ 35, it is ex pected
that most of the current activities will be continued. For the 2021–2022 work programme, these h ave b een
restructured into two project portfolios, one dealing with digital transformation and AI, and the othe r aro un d
data and platforms.
In the context of AI Watch, the JRC works in close contact with DG Connect, the Member States, th e OECD AI
Policy Observatory and other AI observatories in Europe, such as the Germa n AI o b servato ry lau nch ed in
March 2020 by the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, a nd th e AI o bs ervatory ru n by
Politecnico de Milano.
Similarly, the HUMAINT team has established contacts with researchers from different institutions worldwide.
Given that the project was in an exploratory phase, HUMAINT has not yet engaged in formal policy advice, but
has contributed to several JRC flagship policy reports.
The SPADE project collaborates intensively with several DGs, in particular DG CONNECT, DG Intern al M arket,
Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, and DG Competition. In addition, several collaborations with a cad emic
institutions such as the Toulouse School of Economics Digital Centre and the MIT In itiative o n th e Digital
Economy, as well with individual researchers, are ongoing.
In the case of ELISE, collaboration with DG Informatics and DG Connect should be further s treng then ed, as
common research topics are likely to be explored. The relationship with the Member States should co ntinu e,
but approaches to local governments, SMEs and associations closest to the provision of services s h ould be
prioritised too.
29
30

https://ec.europa.e u/digital-single-market/en/european-egovernment-action-plan-2016-2020
https://ec.europa.e u/isa2/eif_en

http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/document.cfm?doc_id=47559
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/content/news/building_EU_data_economy.html
33
https://ec.europa.e u/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-artificial-intelligence-europe
34
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/about-inspire/563
31
32

35

https://ec.europa.e u/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age_en
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Finally, the JRC B6 API team has developed a multi-layered community network of stakeholders with pu blic
(local, regional, national), private, academic and decision-making representatives. This c ommu nity ex pan ds
into different domains such as smart cities, public sector innovation and sectoral innovation (e.g. mobility an d
agriculture).
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10. Projecting opportunities for industrial transitions in
lagging regions
10.1. Participants and collaborations
The Projecting Opportunities for Industrial Transitions (POINT) methodology has been jo intly d eveloped by
JRC B.3 and several external experts, including academics and policy practitioners, as a core strand of the JRC
Lagging Regions project 36, led by Mark Boden (JRC Unit B3). This particular activity is coordinated by Dimitrios
Pontikakis, Anabela Marques Santos and Mark Boden (JRC Unit B.3), who perform conceptual, methodological
and empirical work on industrial transitions under the Working Gro up o n Und ersta nd in g a nd Ma nag ing
Industrial Transitions37. Dimitrios Pontikakis also leads the industrial transition reviews of Andalusia, Bulg aria
and Greece. Marina Ranga (JRC B.3) leads the industrial transition review of Romania. Inmacu lad a Perian ez
Forte and Ramón Companó contribute to the review of Andalusia, Elisa Gerussi contributes to th e re view o f
Bulgaria and Jayne Woolford has sought to develop the interest in industrial transition among selected Polish
regions (all JRC B.3). Another participating colleague in JRC B.3 is Pietro Moncada-Paternò-Castello , who is a
member of the Working Group Advisory Board. The Working Group Advisory Board includes leading acad emic
experts in their fields (system innovation, strategic niche management, innovation policy, foresight,
participatory governance, regional science) and policy practitioners and analys ts from th e Gen eralita t de
Catalunya, VINNOVA (the Swedish innovation agency), the Irish Department for Business and the OECD.

10.2 Activity
Current understanding
The notion of industrial transition was introduced in 2018 as one of the proposed fulfilment criteria for th e
conditionality of ‘good governance’ in the context of preparation for the nex t pro gram min g p eriod o f the
European structural and investment funds (European Commission, 2018). The term was u sed in th is p olicy
context as a catch-all for employment-affecting structural change, for which a utho ritie s th at a dm in is ter
structural funds would have to prepare and introduce mitigating actions. No formal definition, or framework
for understanding these transitions and the role of policy, was offered. Indica tio ns a t th e time were th at
ongoing industrial transitions in Europe were exerting substantial pres sure s o n e mploymen t, with e ntire
industries and professions under threat in the following decade (fo r a s ec tora l dimen sion o f tra nsition
challenges see, for example, OECD, 2018a, pp. 68–76; for professions at risk of automation see OECD, 2018b,
pp. 45–53).
Research questions
In July 2019 the JRC launched a Working Group on Understanding and Managing Industrial Tra ns itio ns. Th e
questions the working group sought to answer were:
–
–

how to understand the industrial transitions that are currently ongoing in Europe and its territories in
ways that are useful for policy;
how to manage industrial transitions in ways that maximise opportunities for high -quality
employment creation.

After the launch of the European Green Deal, the activity became more focused on the twin green and digital
transitions, and emphasised the identification of industrial development pathways that c ombin e eco nomic
prosperity, with environmental sustainability and social cohesion.
Methodology / data used
POINT is a structured methodology for carrying out reviews of industrial transition from a system innovation
(or transformative innovation) perspective. The POINT methodology was developed by the JRC and a nu mber
of external collaborators with relevant expertise and is documen ted in a re cen tly pu blishe d JRC rep ort
36

The project, conducted in cooperation with DG Regional and Urban Policy, aims to support the target ed La g g ing R e gio ns t o
implement a preparatory action of the European Parliament (see https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ris3-in-lagging-regions).
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https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/industrial-transition
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(Pontikakis et al., 2020). It evolved in response to experience fro m th e pilot re views an d wa s d iscu ss ed
extensively in the working group.
The POINT approach frames the transition problem at the level of the sociotechnical system, and re cog nise s
that, in addition to organisational-level innovation, the system itself must change, and seeks policy directio ns
that can enable system-level innovation. The methodology guides experts through a series of q ues tio ns. It
includes suggestions for evidence-gathering approaches building o n b oth d esktop re sea rch an d a la rge
number of interviews with stakeholders in the territory (typically over 50). In each territory under revie w and
for an industrial theme suggested by the authorities, the findings of the transition review are documented in a
report that:
–
–
–
–

provides evidence about the production and consumption system affected and its direction;
identifies realistic transition pathways and associated institutional, investment and skills needs;
proposes governance solutions so that disparate po lic y d o mains co ordina te u nde r a coh eren t
industrial development logic;
makes concrete policy recommendations for the advancement of the transition and for managing its
downsides.

In addition to interviews, other sources of evidence used include science and tec hno logy in novation da ta,
sectoral output and employment statistics, company databases (such as Orbis), and a d h oc in dica tors an d
other information relating to the global impulse driving the transition (e.g. information abou t dig ita lisa tio n,
energy and transport).
Findings
The key outcomes from this activity are the methodology for the reviews an d, a lo ngs id e it, a c on ceptu al
framework that combines insights from several converging strands of literature. In short, the POINT re vie ws
are a tool to gather evidence, in a resource-efficient and timely manner, that contributes to holistic p lann ing
and enables coordination within governments and broad stakeholder mobilisation.
In terms of empirical findings from the reviews, the most noteworthy are the programming and planning gaps
that we systematically observe across territories. The most glaring gap is arguably the absence o f lin ka ges
between policies aimed at supporting consumer/household investments in sustainability (e.g. energy-efficient
buildings, environmentally friendly transport) and policies in support of business investment. Arguably, this is
but one symptom of the graver problem of the inability of governments to plan holistically and sequence their
interventions. Possible governance mechanisms that could address this problem inclu de m issio n -o riented
strategies, roadmaps and shared agendas.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
The activity’s scientific contribution is twofold: (a) concepts and rationales for industrial tra ns ition, dra win g
from vanguard thinking in the diverse literatures of system innovation, new industrial policies, sustaina bility
transition management and innovation governance; (b) methods for gathering appropriate evidence to inform
policy, improved through experience with territorial reviews of industrial transition.
A key contribution of the reviews is a better understanding of the produ ction a n d c ons umptio n s ystems
undergoing rapid structural change. Evidence is currently lacking about the direction of long-term indu strial
change: systematically available evidence is, even in the best of cases, usually limited to sectoral output a n d
employment statistics, attendant business support, and input or output indicators of corres pon ding s c ien ce
and technology systems, and occasionally extends to education and skills systems, all of which are
undoubtedly important. Yet extensive and authoritative literature on historical techno-econom ic tra nsition s
emphasises the role of broader interplays. To mention just a few, these include interplays between:
–
–
–
–

institutions, markets and technological trajectories (Dosi, 1982, 1988);
the financial sector and business investment (Perez, 2002);
public policies and investments in large physical infrastructures, and the development o f va ngu ard
production and innovation capabilities (Bell, 2009; Chang and Andreoni, 2020);
identities, values and aspirations, and normative understandings of directions of s ocial ‘ p rogres s’
(Geels, 2004; Stirling, 2009).
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Evidence on the incidence of and potential for such system -level innovation, including changes in
relationships, governance structures, coordination regimes and ways of mobilising res ourc es, is g e n erally
unavailable. Identifying multicausality and systemic causes is only possible with a system-level examination .
This can be effectively done, and in time to be of use to policy, with a review.
In terms of contribution to policy, the reviews of industrial transition are unique to ols to g a ther e vid ence ;
identify directions for the transition that are a good match not only for the territory’s material stre ngth s b ut
also for its values and aspirations; and help the competent authorities pla n s ystemic ally. Fo r ex ample , a
review can reveal opportunities for linking potentially synergetic production su bs ystems (e.g . en ergy a nd
transport, or ICT services and manufacturing), reframe challenges and broaden policy options. Importantly, the
reviews provide actionable recommendations to enable policymakers to act in the here and now, about issues
that slowly but surely affect entire territories over long-term horizons and call for extensive coordination an d
mass mobilisation.
This activity, particularly the territorial reviews of industrial transition, has attracted advance recognition from
policymakers. A high degree of interest and engagement by the Member State authorities has elevate d th e
pilot reviews into politically important exercises, already feeding directly into ongoing policy drives, in clud ing
the new energy strategy of Andalusia and its future smart specialisation strategy, the recovery and resilienc e
plan and the just transition plan of Greece and post-2020 European structural and investment funds
programming in Bulgaria.

10.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
As the activity started only in 2019 and with limited resources, the body of evidence collected so far rests on
a limited set of pilot reviews (Andalusia, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania). In the future we will need to broaden
experience to a greater variety of territories. In addition, the reviews done so far are confined to a g rou p o f
low-income or low-growth territories, although the methodology may arguably have an even greater impact in
middle-income territories. It will be important to couple the reviews with mechanisms fo r bu ilding s u ppor t
coalitions among stakeholders that can help realise desirable tra n sition p ath s. Th es e c an b u ild on the
momentum of the reviews, and include JRC actions that actively support authorities in orchestrating forms o f
participatory governance that will be necessary to build broad support coalitions.
Moreover, it will be important to accompany the qualitative body of evidence of the reviews with quantitative
empirical studies, notably on the determinants of employment shifts from less to more prod uc tive s ec tors,
and employment shifts from more to less carbon-intensive sectors (Marques-Santos and Pontikakis, 20 20).
Finally, the understanding of possible transition pathways can be stre ngth ened by form al q ua ntitative
modelling exercises, building on the rich modelling tradition of system dynamics (Forrester, 1961), to evaluate
alternative future scenarios of disequilibrium processes that cannot be analysed using conventional economic
models (e.g. outcomes driven by the coupling of hitherto separate production systems, which c on tribute to
rapid diffusion, which is further accelerated by increasing returns to adoption).
Within the JRC, the POINT concepts and methodology are informing the evolution of future smart
specialisation strategies for sustainability. There is significant interest in this work within the EU institution s,
and there are even ongoing discussions about possible future collaborations with organisations beyond the EU
as well.
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11. Industrial innovation for transformation
11.1 Participants and collaborations
The main participants to this activity were Sara Amoroso, Marta Domin gu ez, Nicola Gra ss an o, Fe rna ndo
Hervás, Pietro Moncada-Paternò-Castello, Lesley Potters, Emanuele Pugliese, Alessandro Ra inold i, Dimitris
Pontikakis, Alexander Tübke, Antonio Vezzani (all from JRC Unit B.3) and Alessandra Collechia ( Orga nisa tion
for Economic Co-operation and Development – OECD), as members of the Steerin g Com mitte e of th e 7 t h
European Conference on Corporate R & D and Innovation (CONCORDi 2019) 38.
Román Arjona (European Commission, DG Research and Innovation, Belgium) Anna Bergek (Chalmers
University of Technology, Sweden), Alex Coad (Universidad Pontificia del Perù, Peru), Chiara Criscuolo (OE CD,
France), Koen Frenken (Utrecht University, Netherlands), Bronwyn H. Hall (University of California at Berkeley,
United States), Pietro Moncada-Paternò-Castello (JRC B3, Spain), Irmgard Nübler (International Labour
Organization, Switzerland), Raquel Ortega-Argilés (University of Birmingham, United Kingdom), Sven Sc himpf
(Fraunhofer, Germany), Mariagrazia Squicciarini (OECD, France), Reinhilde Veugelers (Katholieke Univers iteit
Leuven, Belgium) and Marco Vivarelli (Università Cattolica di Milano, Italy), a s memb ers o f the Scientific
Committee of CONCORDi 2019.

11.2 Activity
Current understanding and research question
As innovation continues to transform industries and society, there is renewed attention to industrial
innovation policies. Key related aspects are already emphasised in th e n ew p olitical o rienta tion o f th e
European Commission’s President, Ursula von der Leyen, in ‘Political g uid elin es for th e n ex t Eu rope an
Commission 2019–2024’39.
In order to discuss challenges related to the profound structural transformation due to technological, business
and social innovation, and provide useful support to the EU’s industrial R & I policy agenda, the JRC a n d th e
OECD co-organised CONCORDi 2019 on 25–27 September 2019. It focus was on ‘Industria l inn ovation fo r
transformation’. The results of this conference are the subject of this chapter.
Several challenges in the industrial transformations required were tackled in the conference. Cen tral to pics
were the shifting technological landscape, misaligning of industrial profits, environmental sustaina bility and
societal sustainability, in terms of both level of employment and its unequal distribution within and b etwe en
regions. Particular attention was given to the complex interaction between these is su es a nd th e diffe re nt
aspects of the industrial innovation landscape.
The objectives of CONCORDi conference series are to harves t th e frontier kn owled ge o n e con omics of
industrial innovation, set up a common agenda among scientific peers , wh ic h will h opefully s upp ort th e
present and future needs of EU policymakers, and help bridge the gap between a c adem ia a nd th e p olicy
sphere with constructive interaction.
Methodology / data used
This conference is positioned in the area of knowledge covering economics and industrial innovation policy. It
is considered the reference on corporate R & D and innovation in the EU. It brings together new evidence from
academia and research organisations, recent experiences of private economic players and up-to-date insights
into EU policymaking. Research work presented at the conference is based mainly on quantitative information,
and in particular on micro data.
At CONCORDi 2019, a total of 278 people came to the conferenc e, with a n a vera ge o f m ore th a n 170
attendees a day. They came from 15 EU countries and from 18 non-EU countries, including, Bra z il, Can ada ,
Japan, Mexico and Morocco, Russia, South Korea, Switzerland Turkey, and the United States.
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Von der Leyen, U. (2019). Political guidelines for the next European Commission 2019-2024. European Commission, Br u ss el s.
P E, 658, 2020-54.
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Out of 150 proposed submissions, 66 papers were presented in 20 parallel sessions. Furthermore, 6 selected
posters were shown by their authors, and 5 keynote speakers and 4 round-table panellists took part. Anoth er
13 people participated in plenary sessions and 20 in parallel sessions as chairs or with other key func tio ns,
making a total of 108 people (some of those having more than a role) with active roles in the progra mme. A
background document was provided to the attendees prior to the conference, a nd a fter th e c onferenc e a
briefing document gave the main results of the conference (see Amoroso et al., 2019; Mo nca da-Paternò Castello et al., 2019).
Findings
Overall CONCORDi 2019 paved the way to policy-relevant research avenues in s evera l cru cial a s pects . In
particular, with respect to the mapping of new technologies and the role of innovation in leading
socioeconomic transformation, the conference provided a place to develop and discus s a re sea rch a g enda
shared by the international community of practitioners a nd a ca demics d ealing with th e ec onom ic s o f
industrial innovation and related policy issues.
The main findings can be summarised as follows.
New technologies, structural change, and industrial transformation
Both manufacturing and service industries are facing production, productivity and globalisa tio n c ha lle nges
driven by solutions based on radical innovation. Several countries have created policies to steer the
development of Industry 4.040 and foster the adoption of digital technologies such as the ‘High-yech strategy
2020’ in Germany (where the concept of Industry 4.0 was born), ‘Advanced manufacturing partnership’ in th e
United States and ‘Made in China 2025’. However, the adoption of these technologies is challenging for many
firms and regions, mainly SMEs and productivity laggards. There is an increasing need for new ma nag ement
practices to fully embrace and reap the benefits of industry 4.0, movin g to wa rds a more integ rated an d
digitalised productive structure.
Recent (new) scientific results of CONCORDi 2019 point out that, despite convergent tendencies, the
deployment of industrial robots in Europe is deeply embedded in path-dependent in dus trial d yna mic s and
developmental differences, and robot-based automation seems to strengthen the p re-e xisting territo rialeconomic disparities.
The latest robotic technologies are likely to displace lab our in a reas s uch a s m anu fa cturin g, lo gis tics,
healthcare and routinised conceptual professions. However, there are co nsid erab le differe nces be tween
countries in the intensity of robot usage, and also in the divers ity o f ap plicatio ns. A tra d e -off e merge s
between displacement of certain tasks and job-creating complementarities in others. In addition, at firm level
there are significant differences between digital and non-digital companies, with the former m ore likely to
innovate, increase employment or enjoy greater market power (41). This is pa rticula rly tru e in th e s ervice
sector, where adoption of digital technologies is linked to service innovation.
The new JRC-OECD report (Dernis et al., 2019) launched at the conference c on firmed th at th e 2 0 00 to p
corporate R & D investors in the world are shaping the future of technology and AI ( 42). W ith re ga rd to AIrelated developments, firms in the ICT sector located in China, Korea and Japan, take the lead, while European
companies rank higher in terms of basic research in the field. The analysis also shows the pervas iven ess of
AI-related technologies and their fast diffusion in non-ICT-related sectors.
Large MNCs play a role in the setting up and shaping of different types of GVCs. Understanding the
geographical dimension of the innovation process is key, given that participation in GVCs sh ape s ind us trial
structure at the local level. The geographical dimension is also es sen tia l in th e p roc ess of cre ating an d
disseminating AI-related knowledge.

40

The Fourth In dustrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0) is the ongoing automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial p ractices, u sin g m o dern
smart te chnology

There are several teams within the JRC, as in Unit B.4, that work on robotisation / auto mation and its impact o n the lab o u r m arke t ; se e fo r
e xample Antón et al. (2020).
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They o wn almost two thirds of p atents filed at the largest IP offices worldwide.
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Industrial innovation and socioeconomic transformation
The acceleration of technological change, urbanisation, an ageing society and increased glob al c onn ection s
have a significant impact on the European socioeconomic model. As a consequence, this model faces several
challenges: regional disparities, skills erosion, job losses, increasing inequality and environmental degradation.
Therefore, the policy focus is shifting from purely economic growth to the broa der c onc ept o f p ros perity,
which embraces sustainability objectives and puts employment and participation in th e jo b m arket a t th e
forefront of socioeconomic policies.
Scientific evidence presented during CONCORDi 2019 points to four messages relevant to policy.
First, R & D & I, the digital transformation and the pervasive diffusion of AI have mixed consequences for th e
labour force and structural inequalities. Some forms of innovation seem to favou r emplo yment a nd wage
growth, while others lead to the loss of jobs. In fact, the effects of innovation and digita lis ation are hig hly
heterogeneous, varying across firms and sectors, and may have positive indirect effects through the
emergence of new sectors, new forms of production and products, and new complementa rities b etwee n AI
applications and human tasks.
Second, sustainable technologies may have a significant impact on employment and industrial co mpos itio n,
and EU regions’ related specialisation in environmenta l tech nolo gies m ay in crea se th e la bou r ma rket
participation rate and investment in R & D and human capital.
Third, the transition to a circular economy calls for the development of industria l symb iosis: th e mu tually
beneficial exchange of waste and by-products between geographically close agents.
Fourth, policies should foster sectors and firms in which labour-friendly product innovation is more prominent,
while safety nets and lifelong learning programmes should be designed for those traditiona l a nd lo w -tec h
sectors where job losses due to automation are likely to be concentrated.
Intangibles and diffusion of technology for transformation
Technological diffusion relates to both geographical diffusion and diffusion from firm to firm as well as from
technological fields to related fields. The deeply intertwined nature of technologies and other external factors
make measuring the diffusion of technology a difficult endeavour. Several new measurements of technolo gy
diffusion were presented during CONCORDi 2019.
Most measurements are based on trade (e.g. the use of technologies e mbod ie d in in termed iate g ood s),
spillovers (patent citations, the choice of location of MNCs’ R & D facilities, the impact of R & D on total factor
productivity) and distance-to-frontier measurements (technology flows from leading firms to lagging firms ).
Trademarks look promising as a proxy for innovation in services. Furthermore, as most measuring stra tegies
do not measure technology adoption, surveys may provide more insights, provided that they contain
technology-specific information.
Many policy-relevant takeaway messages emerged regarding the barriers to technological diffusio n a nd th e
policies aimed at overcoming them. On the one hand, technology diffusion is strongly affected by regula tory
frameworks. Improved regulations such as capital, product and labour market regulations might improve th e
process of lagging firms catching up. On the other hand, m an y p olicy in stru ments fail to con side r the
absorption capacity of firms and regions, and the complementary nature of organisational capabilities.
If the policy issues are to be tackled empirically, two related questions need to be answered: h ow to trig g er
private investments in new technologies and how to encourage private firms to contribute to th e c ollec tive
exploration of new innovation pathways.
Evidence required for transformative industrial innovation policy
The result of this work also highlights important gaps in our present knowledge, in particular with re sp ect to
the interactions between firms’ value chains and industrial innovation, and the interactions between h u mans
and innovation, in both directions: the role of human capital and skills in un locking re gion al in novation
potential is central. A further crucial aspect that should be at the centre of future academic analysis , a nd is
still not fully studied, is experimentation with and evaluation of new policies related to industrial
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transformation. One of the indications brought up in the conference is that the increasingly cross-disciplinary
nature of the economics of industrial innovation calls for new statistical norms, new data, complex analytical
methods and new policy designs that are able to consider the multidimensional (geographical, ins titutional,
sectoral) aspects of the development of industrial innovation for transformation in Europe.
Contribution to science and policy, and practical implications
On the policy side, considering the scarce financial and environmental res ou rces an d th e n eed to ma tch
industrial competitiveness and sustainability, new (disruptive) policies for transformation sh ould b e se t up .
The objective is to get private European companies to explore new innovations with th e hig hes t ex pected
social return.
The main policy areas highlighted were (a) productivity slowdown and, in particular, the diffusion of
technology versus pushing the technological frontier; (b) business creation and growth; (c) new efficient ways
to stimulate innovation; (d) investment in human capital; and (e) competitio n a nd un even d is tribu tio n o f
wealth. Some specific policy initiatives were pointed out as follows.
Improved regulatory frameworks, access to VC and initiatives to strengthen huma n c apita l (the E uro pean
Social Fund, the European skills agenda and Skills Intelligence) are important for stimulating both innovation
and the business environment. In addition, country-specific recommendations and national productivity boards
will help individual countries to analyse specific developments in and challenges to economic productivity and
competitiveness.
‘Co-creation’ has a key role for achieving responsible R & I. Co-creation means collective res pon sibility for
Horizon Europe, in which multiple actors and stakeholders will focus on shared ob jectives. Th e key a ctio n
areas are investment in R & D, improved regulation through co -cre ation , a nd id entification of n ational
strategies and advisory boards.
An important EU objective is to close the digital skills gaps across Europe. Through its Digital Skills a nd Jo bs
Coalition action, the European Commission seeks to reduce these gaps furth er by fos tering the sh aring ,
replication and upscaling of best practices in areas such as training and enhanced matching for dig ital jo bs,
increasing certification and awareness. Major EU initiatives are expected to unlock even m ore o f the EU ’s
digital potential.
In this policy framework, the promotion of an innovative and smart economic transformation through th e E U
cohesion policy becomes crucial.
More information on results, the contribution to science and policy, and practical implications can be found in
Amoroso et al. (2019) and Moncada-Paternò-Castello et al. (2019).

11.3 Limitations, follow-up and further collaborations
One limitation of the conference series is the low number of industrialists who attend the e vents . Th ey are
wanted, as they could validate or comment on some o f th e m ost re cen t res earc h find in gs an d p olicy
initiatives and share their experiences in industrial innovation.
As follow-up, the editorial board of the Journal of Technology Transfer has accepted a proposal for a s pecial
issue on ‘Technological relatedness and industrial transformation’ containing a number o f s elec ted p ape rs
presented at CONCORDi 2019. It is planned to appear by autumn 2021.
Furthermore, the next edition of the biennial conference is planned to take place in au tumn 2021, a nd th e
preparatory work started in summer 2020. The OECD, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO) and the European Association of Research and Technology Organisations (EARTO) will ta ke pa rt as
collaborating organisations in CONCORDi 2021. Within the JRC, in practice a ll u nits o f Direc tora te B are
possible contributors, as well as colleagues from other directorates, notably from Directorates A and C.
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12. Summary and conclusions
12.1. Summary of main Joint Research Centre scientific contributions to support
European Union policies
This section provides a synthesis of selected scientific results that have been introduced in th e p revio us 10
chapters and their relevance to EU policies. These contributions are grouped in seven main th ematic a reas,
which mirror the areas identified in the introduction (Section 1.3) in which evidence is re quired for th e n ew
industrial innovation policy.
Technology diffusion and industrial dynamics
The results of a study on regulations and technology di ffusi on i n Europe: th e ro le o f i ndustry
dynamics (Chapter 4), implemented jointly by the JRC and DG Research and Innova tio n, s u gge st th at th e
regulatory models have to account for specific characteristics of the market (e.g. labour, financial, demand for
technological goods and services) and sectoral structure (i.e. sector composition of the economy)..
Furthermore, they show that the excessive product market regulation tends to hinder technology diffus ion in
industries with vigorous business dynamism and high churn rates, in wh ich in nova tion is driven by n ew
entrants. Findings for labour market regulation suggest a more prudent view than merely a dvoc ating tou t
court deregulation of labour market relationships. Human capital and access to fin an ce a re c onfirmed as
cross-cutting drivers of technology catch-up and diffusion.
Policies that specifically address regulation and diffusion directly are key in increasing the ado ption ra te o f
innovations, enabling local R & I systems to produce, absorb and implement new knowledge , en su ring th at
they keep pace with global technological change.
Industrial innovation and companies’ value chains
The TRLs approach is relevant to mapping the functional decomposition o f co mpani es ’ R & D va lue
chains (Chapter 4). The JRC work for DG Research and Innovation found that fast-developing local stren gths
of Asian countries – such as China, Japan and South Korea – in the automotive sector, and in electronic s and
related fields, are shaping companies’ geographical localisation of R & D and innovation activities. W h ile the
EU has strong value chains in, for example, the automotive (network of combustion engine) and
pharmaceutical (highly skilled labour force and strong research institutions ) sec tors , c o rpo rate R & D & I
investments are finding their way to novel applications in emerging technologies in Asia.
The analysis of productivity transmission through value chains (Chap ter 6 ) p ro vid es a n in sigh tfu l
approach on how worldwide productivity developments are transmitted through g loba l valu e ch ains from
upstream to downstream activities. The developed decomposition makes it possible to id entify th e fa ctors
driving changes of overall efficiency in value chains, in particular changes in ‘factor requirements’ (e.g. driving
the geographical relocation of production stages) relative to the role of shifts in th e c ompo sition o f value
added. This analysis indicates that the reshoring of production to more efficient EU produ ction un its wou ld
require persistent innovation activities, e.g. scientific R & D, software development or IT services.
These results are central for R & I policies supporting local industrial and innovation ecosystems and clusters ,
and for identifying and integrating them into strategic value chains. The EU single market would benefit from
a push to competition and efficiency in business services, which would spread to th e res t o f th e ec ono my
through value chains, and the building of capacities and innovation in critical activities for overall productivity
growth, such as electronic hardware, robotics, digitalisation and software development
Financing innovation
The research into public grants and venture capital (Chapter 7) reveals that considerable differences exist
between the volumes and patterns of funding of innovative firms provided by pu blic a nd private entities .
Since its introduction, Horizon 2020’s SME instrument has become an important source of public funding for
SMEs in the EU. European companies looking for external funding frequently make u se o f b oth pu blic and
private sources of financing. For firms receiving public grants, early-stage investments rep resen t th e mo st
important source of venture capital (VC) funding, followed by later stages. Substantial qualitative difference s
emerge between firms receiving private and public financing, in terms of both size and a ge: p u blic e ntities
providing funding to innovative companies target mainly relatively mature and large firms. Po lic ie s s ho uld
therefore address different types of funding targeting different types of firms. It is also suggested that public
authorities and private investors should cooperate more in financing the start-up and launch of young SMEs in
the EU.
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Some studies investigated the role of venture capital in the financing of companies with high growth
potential (Chapter 8). A thorough understanding of the VC market in Europe was gained through an analys is
of three different VC data sources. Empirical evidence confirms that countries and regions in Europe need all
three forms of finance – seed finance, start-up capital and growth capital – for the emergence of compa nies
with growth potential. There is also evidence that the categories of finance most adversely a ffecte d b y th e
COVID-19 crisis are seed and early finance deals, whereas late-stage deals show much greater resilience..
The research streams on R & I and taxation (Chapter 3) focused, in particular, on the impact of a minimum
digital tax on multinational profits and the reallocation of taxing rights due to the dematerialisa tio n o f th e
economy. The analysis was implemented by extending the original computable general equilib rium CORTAX
model to include the R & D sector and evaluate digital taxation. The main results indicate, for e xa mple, that
patent boxes reduce the impact of high effective tax rates, which lower the number of patents registered in a
given country. Furthermore, the size of the digital sector in a country tends to be nega tively re lated to th e
changes in CIT revenues. This is more pronounced the larger the share of non-routine profits.
From a policy perspective, these findings on the ‘Financing In n ovation ’ a rea pro vid e s ome ins igh ts (as
specified above, including their specific policy implications) into how public authorities and private inves tors
cooperate in financing start-ups, young SMEs and companies with high growth potential in the EU. The results
may be of interest, for example, for the European Innovation Coun cil’s Acc elerato r (previous ly the SME
instrument), which supports top-class innovators, entrepreneurs and small companies with funding
opportunities and acceleration services. The findings may also be relevant to th e In vestE U p rog ramme’s
additional investment planned in four main areas: sustainable infras truc ture; res earc h, inno vation and
digitisation; SMEs; and social investment and skills. Part of this work already contributes to activities relate d
to the European Semester, and can potentially be used to promote policy intervention in each EU country an d
inform the European Court of Auditors’s activity report on VC, as well as being of interest to regional
policymakers. The results of the analysis of the effects of ‘patent boxes’ on tax regimes are relevan t for DG
Taxation and Customs Union’s proposal on the Common Conso lid ated Corpo rate Ta x Bas e re form . Th e
analyses of evaluating digital taxation are very novel, and very relevant to DG Taxation and Cus toms Un ion
and the EU Member States.
Industrial innovation for transitions and transformation
Global impulses such as climate change and digitalisation call for p ervas ive in du strial tra n sitions . Th e
European Green Deal provides legal certainty and resources. However, realising the promise of the E uro pean
Green Deal hinges on evidence about territory-specific opportunities and pathways for realising them, which is
not readily available. The POINT activity (Chapter 10) has set up a methodology for re views of ind us trial
transition that can provide evidence in support of system-level innovation, including about relations b etween
sectors, governance structures, coordination regimes and ways of mobilising resources. All re views pro vide
actionable advice and can be applied at both the regional and th e n ationa l level, bu ild ing o n th e JRC’s
experience and pilot reviews of Andalusia, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania.
New challenges and aspects of policies for innovation for industrial transformation (Chapte r 11) were
identified as follows. Most recent innovations and integrated production structures need updated
management practices. Territorial and economic disparities, and heterogeneous performance of firms, depend
on the differences in innovation diffusion and adoption rates. The mixed consequences for th e la bo ur forc e
and structural inequalities arise out of advanced digitalisation, while sustainable techno lo gies may h ave a
large positive impact on jobs and industrial composition. The disruptive transformative EU policies sh ould be
set up to trigger the exploration of innovation with the highest possible economic, s oc ia l a nd e mploymen t
returns.
The research activity of digital transformation and AI (Chapter 9) addressed the dramatic changes ta king
place in the economy and society. The related analysis covers a wide scope of activities a nd o utc omes . Fo r
example, they reveal that the adoption of APIs in organisations catalyses digital transforma tion p roc ess es,
fosters innovative processes with relatively low investment efforts, produces efficiency ga ins, a nd e na bles
digital interactions with internal and external actors. This project has provided the first ever evidenc e o f th e
roles and strategies that some digital platforms employ to leverage their dominant positions vis-à-vis th eir
different groups of users.
These activities have provided evidence to support EU policy initiatives in the a rea o f tra n sforma tio n and
transitions, for example the EU Better Regulation and digital single market strategy goals, a nd th e po litic al
priority ‘A Europe fit for the digital age’.
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Employment and skills for industrial transformations
A systematic review of present policy responses to the impacts of robotisation a nd a utoma tion on
the labour market (Chapter 9) – i.e. redistributing the benefits of technological changes, increasing access to
the benefits and utilisation of changes, and supporting the individual and institutional adjustment to
changes – shows that all such policy responses raise furth er q ues tio ns an d c ha lle nges th at s ho uld b e
carefully investigated in order to choose the right policy mix. The findings of the study of labour mobi li ty
from R & D-intensive MNCs in Denmark and the implications for knowledge and te ch nolog y (Ch apte r 4)
indicate that employees are more inclined to move between R & D-intensive MNCs and their subsidiaries than
between these firms and other firms in the economy. This is particularly true of highly skilled employees. Th e
results suggest that R & D-intensive MNCs and their subsidiaries form a kind of submarket within the national
labour market.
These findings could provide analytical support to the new European skills agenda, whic h s ets an EU -wide
framework (July 2020; European Commission, 2020a). This skills policy strateg y aims to u nd erpin ta len t
supply, enable the development of advanced technologies, and help match new skills with la bo ur m arket
needs as encompassed in the European Commission communication ‘A new industrial s trate gy for E urop e’
(European Commission, 2020b).
Integration of global to local industrial innovation perspectives
The findings of the studies on internationalisation of R & D, regional integration and local innovation
(Chapter 2) reveal that EU, national and local policies may create favourable conditions for attra cting FDI in
R & D. Yet the beneficial spillover effects on receiving areas, often assumed in previous studies, require closer
empirical scrutiny. Investments concentrate in hub locations, which on the one hand raises concerns related to
increasing regional inequality, and on the other hand positively contributes to connecting distant locations and
fragmented innovation systems.
These findings support the role of EU policy instruments aimed at creating an integrated European R & I area,
as well as regional development and industrial competitiveness.
Data, measurements and methods for the new innovation policy
The JRC has implemented advanced collection and use of data in recent years. Examples a re th e d ata s et
with matched data from VentureSource (Dow Jones), the SME instrument programme (European Commission)
and ORBIS micro data (Bureau van Dijk) for the analysis of public grants and VC investments; the matching of
patent data from the European Union Intellectual Property Office with c ompa ny da ta fro m th e EU R & D
Scoreboard (COR&DIP Database to analyse the evolution of technology innovation in the EU and benchmark it
against competitors; the data collection for VC analyses such as Invest Europe, VentureSource, Dealroom and
Pitchbook; and the data set of investments (fDi Intelligence, Zephyr) complemented with other va rious d ata
sources (Eurostat, OECD, Cambridge Econometrics, etc.), providing information of interest at a local level; and
the extension of the CORTAX data set for digital taxation. The JRC teams also produced ne w q uantita tive
indicators, e.g. to explore technology-driven segments of the economy to suppo rt dig ita l tra ns form ation
policies.
JRC activities are also devoted to preparing better measurement me thod s for d ra wing u p EU in dus trial
innovation competition standards to help realise an integrated interna l ma rket a n d to pro tect th e E U’s
interests globally, which are key factors that will shape the EU’s industrial innovation policy. One e xa mple is
the definition and taxonomy of AI.
A new methodology was developed to deal with complexity analyses (Chapter 5) o f te rritorial in dus trial
innovation and competitiveness. The main strength of the methodology is the pro vis ion o f d isa ggre gate d
analyses of specific sectors while maintaining a quantitative and homogeneous m etho dolog y. Using d ata
characterising trade activity and innovation systems, the methodology ca n inform reg io nal a nd na tional
stakeholders of future trajectories and highlight emerging opportunities. Other examples are the setting up of
a new methodology to assess the European robotics m arket ( Chap ter 9 ), a nd th e POINT m ethod olog y
(Chapter 10).
These are essential analytical tools to adequately support EU policymaking in industrial innovation, such as ‘A
new industrial strategy’, ERA / Horizon Europe and regional-related policies, in particular with respect to RIS4.
Moreover, the development of such new data sets is well aligned with the European data strategy’s objec tive
of making the EU a leader in a data-driven society (European Commission, 2020c).
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12.2. Concluding remarks
Future science for policy initiatives should place a strong emphasis on the analysis of indu strial in nova tion
ecosystems, their current state, the impact of COVID-19, problems faced in the internal market, and building a
pathway towards a green, digital and resilient future for the EU. Technology and industrial innovation
activities should ensure the link between the key societal challenges and the E uro pea n ec ono my t oward s
more and better growth, environmental sustainability and jobs.
However, the speed and complexity of recent technological, industrial and social changes pose fund amen tal
challenges to industry and to Europe’s capacity to sustain appropriate levels of job c reation an d e cono mic
growth. The EU should turn its weaknesses into strengths by better targeting and tailoring R & I and industrial
policies to EU-specific conditions. This can guarantee that efforts to accelerate growth and compe titivene ss
will not fail to turn ideas into actions. Tailoring also means that different instruments s hou ld b e s et u p to
address different challenges. Sometimes large firms would be crucial to realise the innovation mission, while
in other cases SMEs or new technology-based firms would be the e ss ential ta rg ets, a s th ey a re often
concentrated in newer high-knowledge-intensity and growing sectors.
These findings reveal that, to achieve a more positive industrial innovation dynamic, the EU should aim fo r a
different sector mix with a larger presence of younger firms in new(er) R & I-intensive s ec tors. Th is would
reduce both the EU’s industrial R & I intensity and competitiveness gaps vis -à -vis its m ain c ompetito r(s ).
Furthermore, there is still too little capacity in the EU to transfer R & I re s u lts into th e e con omy, a n d it
happens too slowly. Therefore, EU policies should address barriers that firms encounter to d evelop ing and
absorbing innovative solutions, entering R & I-intensive sectors, and growing.
Moreover, as the industrial structure matters, policy should take it into account. In a n E U where in du strial
specialisation differs substantially across EU countries and regions, a sensible polic y stra tegy s ho uld a ls o
consider the industrial specificities, seeking to encourage specific patterns of specialisation.
Appropriate focus of policy objectives and the integration and coordination of policy instruments have become
even more important in recent times. Possible ways to increase synergies between EU instruments – s u ch as
those recently announced to restore the European economy from the recent pandemic crisis – can be realised
in line with ‘A new industrial strategy for Europe’ (European Commission, 2020b) whic h a ims to tra nsform
European industry and make it greener, more circular and more digital, while remaining competitive o n th e
global stage, and in which innovation represents one of the key factors to s upp ort th e rela ted in du strial
transformation (43). Such synergies can be implemented in line with Horizon Europe, by extending, for example,
the application of strategic innovation agendas. At national and re gio nal le ve ls, it wo uld be s u itable to
strengthen R & I in EU industrial ecosystems, implement and deepen industry-relevant EU Semester priorities
in R & I, and foster smart specialisation, including the follow-up to Platform for Industrial Modernisation and
the Knowledge and Innovation Communities of the European Institute of Innovation & Technology (44).
The challenge for EU policymakers becomes how to integrate company, indu stria l sec tor a nd territo rial
innovation specificities into tailored policies and instruments based on a shared European vision.

12.3. Lesson learned, and the way forward
The JRC’s 2-year (2019–20) experience of contributing to the “technological and innovatio n c hallen ges for
industry 2030 strategy” (TIC 2030 strategy) confirms that the following ingredients will be essential in future
to make the JRC’s science for policy activities in this area even more efficient and impactful.
First, a JRC strategic intent related to its scientific support to the new EU industrial innovation policy should
be confirmed and communicated. Second, both the JRC and the main policy DGs should rely on n ew d ata,
new analytical instruments, and updated expertise and skills . Third, the collaboration and
integration within the JRC, and between the JRC’s external experts and other European Commis sion policy
services, should be assured. These ingredients should be already in place at the start of the conception of th e
science for policy activities, and can be facilitated by structured and long-te rm work pro gra mmes a c ross
teams and services of the European Commission.
(43)
(44)

http s://ec.europa.eu/growth/
http s://ec.europa.eu/info/re search -and-innovation_en
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The work presented here is part of the JRC work programme 2019–2020. It should be pointed out, h owever,
that during 2020 the European policy and scientific agenda ch an ged d ra matica lly an d, with it, th e JRC
oriented the work streams and objectives towards, among other things, the new EU industrial s tra tegy, th e
Green Deal and its twin transition objectives settled in 20 20. The results of this new orientation will b ecom e
more visible in the course of 2021.
The continuation of the TIC 2030 strategy is assured by the Industrial Innovation for the Green Deal, Strateg y
and Coordination project (2021–2022), which aims to tackle the new s c ien ce for p olicy c ha lleng es. Th e
objective is to make full use of the JRC’s internal capacity for critical industrial and te ch nolog y inno vation
issues to better support the European Commission’s policy services. The project can well address key aspec ts
of industrial innovation, such as the cross-sectoral natu re, the m ultig eogra ph ic al re ach a nd th e th ree
dimensions (economic, social and environmental) of sustainability.
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